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AN OUTSTANDING OFFER TO THE SYM COMMUNITY 

Our lead article (starting in the page 2 "slot") is the first of a 
series of guest columns by Jeff Lavin. Jeff is a relative newcomer to 
the microcomputer field. He got a SYM-1 as a learning tool, called us a 
few times when he had questions, then called us many times to give us 
answers to questions we had often wondered about ourselves, but had 
neither the time or e>:pertise to answer for ourself. 

Jeff is a prolific writer and highly inventive. He has come up with 
some e>:tremel y ingenious hardware and software for the SYM-1 (and other 
systems as well). Some of these have been described in previous issues. 
Several others , notably SYM/ELIZA, a truly efficient and versatile EPROM 
Programmer , and a DUAL ACIA Board, will be described in the NEW PRODUCTS 
section. 

Jeff has two very useful software packages he wishes to contribute to 
the SYM user community. These are BASIC TERMINAL CONTROL PATCH and RAE 
TERMINAL CONTROL PATCH, both based largely on material published in 
earlier issues of SYM-PHYSIS, but greatly enhanced by him. We have 
tried them both, and they vastly improve the SYM ' s human interface, 
making it truly pleasurable to use. Both patches include FDC-1 links. 

He will provide complete RAE source code for both, on either cassette or 
FDC-1 5 1/4" double density diskette (please state which'>, to all who 
wish copies, asking only a nominal $10.00 to cover media, handling, and 
shipping charges. This is an offer you shouldn't refuse' 
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ADDRESS DECODING, POR, and the SUPER SYM 

By Jeff Lavin 
P.O. Box 1019 
Whittier, CA 90609 

Jan ua r y 198 3 

The purpose of this article is to explain how the SYM-1 
partial address decoding to select different devices, and how 
Power-on-reset (POR) circuitry operates. In the next installment 
concept will be expanded to show how the SYM may be converted to 
type of machine Lux described in the 113/14 issue of SYM-PHYSIS. 
there are any topics the reader would like to see covered In 
column, drop a 1 ine to Lux or myself. 

uses 
the 

this 
the 

If 
this 

When power is first applied to the SYM, a 555 timer, connected as 
a one-shot, applies a reset pulse to the processor and all the 1/0. 
The 1/0 is left in a known condition; the processor must be 
initialized, however. Quoting from the MOS Technology Programming 
Manua 1 : 

II the only automatic operations of the microprocessor 
during reset are to turn on the interrupt disable bit and 
to force the program counter to the vector location 
specified in locations FFFC and FFFD and to load the 
first instruction from that location." 

In the preceeding remark, the locations being referred to are 
called VECTORS. A vector consists of two consecutive memory locations 
con ta in ing the address of a routine in the format AOL - ADH, or three 
locations with the first being a JMP ($4C). Vectors are responsible 
for the power and flexibility of the SYM. If the ROM or EPROM 
containing the RESET routine were to be located at the top of memory, 
the vectors would be cast in silicon. In order to preserve the 
usefulness of being able to point vectors to new routines, the vectors 
in the ROM would need to point to vectors in RAM. At two bytes per 
vector, this would waste a lot of memory. There are other ways to 
accomplish this, however. 

The ROM containing the RESET routine 
cal led at the top of memory on po\'\Er-up or 
replaced by RAM. This manipulation is 
circuitry. 

and RESET vector may 
user reset, and later 
the function of the 

be 
be 

POR 

Refering to the diagram, a NANO gate (U8) creates the signal P01i.. 
The two Inputs to U8 are 1'1 and CA2 from VIA H. The RESET signal 
causes CA2 to be HIGH. The inclusion of POR into U7, causes the 
74LS145 decoder to select an output higher than #7 (UlO and Ull are 
actually BCD to DECIMAL decoders). The result is that PoR is made 
LOW. U24 is an AND gate that controls the CS for the ROM, U20. An 
interesting point is that an AND gate acts as an OR gate for NEGATIVE 
LOGIC . I.E.: lfbothAANDB;Y, thenAOR°ir Y. Therefore, if 
either input of U24 is low, the ROM is selected. This causes the ROM 
to be selected at the RESET vector . The purpose of including P01i. In 
the address decoding done by Ull is to keep SYSTEM RAM from being 
addressed. Since the SYM uses only outputs 0 - 7 of Ull, anything 
addressed at COOO or higher will not be selected while POR Is active. 

After the ROM is selected, the processor forces the program 
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counter to the address contained in the RESET vector, and loads the 
Instruction found there . In the case of the SYM, when the ROM ls 
selected at FOOO instead of 8000, the two bytes normally addressed at 
8FFC and 8FFD appear at FFFC and FFFD instead. The address of the 
reset routine is stored here, and the processor begins executing 
instuctions at 8B4A. Note that no111, the ROM is being addressed at its 
normal location. 

The first thing that happens i n the reset rout lne after the stack 
and flag reg Is te r is Initialized, ls to turn off POR. 

8B4A A2 FF RESET LDX I $FF Initialize stack 
8 B4C 9A TXS point to $1FF 
8B4D A9 cc POR LDA 1$ CC ( %11001100) 
8B4F SD oc AO STA PCRl Disable POR, tape off 

Bits 3 - 1 control CA2. Loading #$ CC into the Peripheral Control 
Register CPCR, VIA fl; hence PCRll utilizes the bits inside the 
brackets to control CA2: %1100[11Q) o. The VIA programmin g card states 
that this combination of bits sets CA2 LOW. This disables P5R and 
returns normal addressing. This concludes discussion of the POR 
circuitry. 

Note that the same signal used to select the ROM also is 
connected to U7. This insures that when the TRACE function is used, 
it will not operate in the Monitor and cause the system to crash . 

The address decoding for the 1/0 on the SYM ls straightforward . 
Ful 1 decoding ls not used. The 6532 and 6522 #1 are selected on their 
CS2 inputs by Ai'iO ,giving them 2K of address space CAOOO - A7FF). For 
the RIOT, this ls modified by CSl be Ing selected 2.!!l y when AlO is 
high, giving an address range of A400 - A7FF. The RS input is used to 
select RAM (L) or 1/0 CH). Connected to A9, 1/0 is selected at A400 -
ASFFL..and RAM at A600 - A7FF. For the VIA, the CSl input is connected 
to AlO, selecting this chip only when AlO is low (AOOO - A3FF). 

The CS2 inputs of VIAs #2 and 13 are both selected by Ai'il, also 
providing a 2K address space CA800 - AFFF). This ls divided equally 
by AlO. CSl of VIA 12 is connected to ill, giving the lower lK, and 
AlO gives VIA #3 the upper lK. 

Earlier it was mentioned that SYSTEM RAM is selected at the top 
of memory, where the reset vector 1 ives, but here it is stated that 
6532 RAM is addressed at A600. How can this be? Well, SYSTEM RAM is 
actually addressed in both places. This is the famous ECHO. System 
RAM, located at A600 - A6FF is ECHOED at F800 FFFF. This is 
accomplished by tying AAO to F8 (Jumper T-21 and U-22). Anything 
selected by one is also enabled by the other. You may note that this 
wastes a lot of memory also. There is yet another way to provide 
vectors on power-up AND not use pointers to RAM, AND not waste memory! 

In the next colulTV1, I will discuss modifying the things covered 
above in order to create a really useful 6502 based computer with 56K 
of contiguous RAM!!I Till then / happy computing. 
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Dr. H.R. Ll•:{enberG 
SYM Users' Group 
F',O, E:o:·: 319 
Chicor CA 95927 

Jarruar~:l 25r 198:J 

Dear Lu:.:, 

A few weeks aGor I considered the Problem of how 
a CHAIN command on the SYM-1, The Procedure I came 
based on the Power-on-reset to BASIC in Issue No. 10. 
necessar~ to investiGate some Problems associated wittl 
diffe r ent Poirrts in the machir1e lanGuaGe PrOGram 
transfer of da·~a between ProGram seGments. 

to imPlemer1t 
UP with is 
It was onl-,, 

USR calls to 
and with the 

In wour answer to a letter in Issue No. 13/14r wou state that 
Ct·IAIN is available as Part of Jack. Br·own 1 s enhancements. 
Hopefullw, m" method can be Presented as a simPle a lternative, 

The enclosed material consists of a Printout of the assembl-,, 
of the reGuired machine lanGllaGe Pr0Gram1 a Printout of foL1r short 
BASIC ProGrams used to illustrate the Procedure, and a short 
article e:{PlaininG the Problems, soll•tions, and constraints. 

AJ. l duPlicated on the cassette. material First, the RAE 
file containinG the sou rce code is recorded twicer as F1 and F~ 
Ne;{t, tt1e fo~rr BASIC ProGrams are saved as Ar8rCr and D. Finallw, 
the RAE file containinG the text of the article <with aPProPriate 
SWP-1 commands) is recorded as F'3. 

is 

I have also enclosed a self-addressed stamped enveloPe for an~ 

rePl~ ~ou would care to mak.e. Sl1ould ~Ol• not consider the rrraterial 
st.1itable for Pl•blication, there is no need to rettrrn either the 
hard coPw or the cassette. I am hoPinG that wou will be ab le to 
IJSe it. 

Sincert~l:i ~oursr 

Dr. Edward Wwsocki 
F',D, E:m: 6257 
Baltin1orer MD 21206 

CONTROLLED LOAD OF BASIC PROGRAMS FROM TAPE 
Or. Edward Wwsocki 

F'. D, E:o:-: 6257 
Baltimore, MD 21206 

There n1a~ be times when ~ou want to rL•11 a BASIC ProGram whict1 
is too larGe to fit ir) ~our comPL•ter's memor ~. Some comPL•te r 
s~sten1s make L•se of a command called CHAIN , ir1 which the seGments 
of a larGe ProGram can be aL•tonraticall~ loaded into rr1emor~ one 
after another. SLrch a Provision appears to be lack.irrci irr tt1e SYM . 

The short machine lanGuaGe ProGraffi Presented here permits ~Olr 
to Lrse the closinG commands in one E:ASIC PrOGT'am to caL1se tr1e 
loadir1G of a new ProGram. Of course, ~ou mt.1st have CDlhPUter 
control of the cassette recorder and it must be in F'LAY. The 
ProGram is adapted from the one in Issue No. 10 which Permits 
Power-on-reset into E:ASIC or a runninG BASIC ProGraffi. 

In each BASIC proGramr one uses the F'OKE to chanGe the A ir) 
the ASCII strinG 'LOAD A 1 to the name of the ProGram seGrr1ent to be 
loaded, The subroutine to be called the first time is REF'LYl, For 
each ProGram seGment that followsr Ltse REF'LY1 or REPLY2 accord inG 
to a simPle rl1le. If the Present seGment has involved anw inPut 
from the ke-,,boardr use REPLY11 otherwise use REF'LY2. 
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The onl~ Problem which e}:ists is the transfer of data from one 
ProGram seGment to the next. When the SYM executes a LOAD, it 
first Performs a NEW, But the NEW does not cause the actual 
erasure of the ProGram or variables . It onl~ resets the Pointers 
in locations $7E: throl•Gh $88 CSee 'A DedL•ctive Star~·, Issue 
No. 71. If the Pointers are reset at the beGinninG of the ProGram 
seGment Just loaded, the variables m a~ be accessed . 

There are rules to be fol lowed in the tr ansfer of data from 
one ProGram to anothe r! 

1. The first proGram seGment mL•st be the lonGest. 

2. All variables must be dimensioned and defined 
in the first seGment, Possibl~ with dumm~ valL•es. 

3. SimPle strinGs, those defined b~ a Pair of 
Gl1otes, cannot be Passed between seG ments. 

4. CoffiPUted strinGS• those created b~ operations 
on ott1er strinGs or b~ an INPUT, can be Passed 
between ProGram seGffients. 

If the first two T'ltles are not followed, the storaGe area for 

variables will be distl•rbed. Or)e cannc1t Pass simPle strinGs since 
the Pointer ta such a stri nG Points back to the proGram storaGe 
ar·ea. With a new ProGram seGment tt1ere, ~ou will Get so1he 
characters, blrt not what You e:·:Pected. Co1hPuted str inG s are stored 
el~'swherf~. 

The transfer of data ma~ be halted ir1 an~ seGment b~ not 
resettinG the Pointers at its start. Data transfer ma~ be 
restarted in an~ seG men t wtiich follows. In sL1ch a case, the rules 
reGar dinG seGment lenGth a nd definition of variables aPPl~ to the 
new startir1G seGment. 

The four san1Ple BASIC PrOGrams should be Placed on tape as Ar 
E:, c, a rrd D. When used with the n1achine lanGL•aGe proGra m, the~ 
should illustrate most of the Prir1ciPles involved. If ~Oll relocate 
the ProGram, don't forGet to chanGe the PO~(E of the ProGram name as 
well as the USR calls to REF'LYl a n d REF'LY2, 

0010 
0 02 0 
0030 
0 O'I 0 
0050 
OObO 
0070 
0080 
0090 
0100 
0110 

lEOO- AD f.12 A6 0120 
1E0 3·- 80 3E: A6 0130 
1E06- AD 61 Ab 0 l. 'I 0 
1E09- 8D 3A Ab 0150 
lEOC- A9 7E OlbO 
lEOE- 8D bl Ab 0170 
1.Ell-· A't BB 0180 
1E13-- BD 62 A6 0190 
1E16- A9 28 0200 
1E18-- BD FA 00 0210 

CONTROLLED LDAD OF A BASIC PROGRAM BY 
ANOTHER BASIC PROGRAM 
EDWARD WYSOCKI - JANUARY 1r1983 

F<IN 
INV EC 
SCF'A 
TOIJTFL 

REPL.Yl 

REF' l.YZ 

,DE 
,DE 
.DE 
,DE 
.BA 
0'' . " 

LDA 
STA 
LOA 
STA 
LOA 
STA 
LOA 
STA 
LDA 
STA 

;;ss7E 
$Abb0 
$A63A 
$A65'1 
1;1EOO 

INVEC+2 
SCRA+l 
INVEC+l 
scr'A 
tLrRIN 
lNVEC+l 
HI, F<IN 
INVEC+2 
tL,EXEC 
$FA 
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1E1E:- A9 1E 
1E1D- BD FE: 00 
1E20- A9 00 
tE22- BD 54 A6 
1E2~S- 4C 4C Dl 
1E2B- 'IC 4F 41 
1E2E:- 44 ;~ 0 41 
1E2E- OD 

0220 
0230 
02'!0 
0250 
0260 
0270 EXEC 

LDA 
STA 
L..DA 
STA 
JM F' 
, E:Y 

f'Cl,E XEC 
$FE: 
UDO 
TOUT FL 
$Dl'!C 
' LOAD A' $OD 

1E2F-- 30 :s 0 'IF 0280 .E:Y 'OF'Of(E '12580.1'1'!' ,,OD 
1E32- 4E: .lf5 
1E35- :l4 32 
lE38 - 38 30 
1 E3E:- cl 1 34 
1E3E- OD 
1E3F- ~" _,k 55 
1E'!2- OD 
1E'!3·- 00 

20 
35 
2C 
34 

'IE 0290 

0300 
0310 

,E:Y ' RUN ' $00 

, E:Y 1;0 0 
.EN 

10 REM PROGRAM TO START LOAD SEQUE NCE 
20 X0"0 
'.!O DIM A(5) 
40 E:=6666 
50 C$='AE:CDEF' :DS='12345' 
60 E$=,C1;+D$ 
70 FOF( I=1 TO 5 
80 INPUT A<I) 
90 NEXT I 
100 REM SAVE VARIAE:LE POINTERS 
110 POKE 8000oPEEKC 125l:POKE 8001,PEEKC126) 
120 POKE 8002oPEEKC127)! PO KE 8003,PEEKC 1281 
130 POKE 8004,PEEKC129)!POKE 8005,PEEKC 13 0 1 
1'10 POKE 8006, PEEKC131l:POKE 8007,PEEKC1321 
150 POKE 8008oPEEKC133l: PO KE 8 00 9 oPE EKC13'!1 
160 REM POKE PROGRA M NAME 
170 POf(E 7725,66 
180 X=USRC&'lE00',&'0000'1 
190 END 

Of( 

LOADED 
0~{ 

10 REM FIRST AUTO LOAD 
20 f(EM RESTORE 
30 POKE 125,PEEKCBOOOl!POKE 126,PEEKC80011 
40 POKE 127•PEEKC8002J:POKE 128, PE EKC8003l 
50 POKE 129,PEEKCBOO'!l:POKE 130,PEEKC80051 
60 POKE 131oPEEKCB006l:POKE 132oPEEKC80071 
70 POKE 133 oPEEKC8008) !POKE 134,PEEKC80091 
80 REM OUTPUT 
90 ~-or( I=1 To s 
100 PRINT A<Il 
110 NEXT I 
no PRINT E: 
130 PRINT C$ oDS oE S 
1'I 0 POf(E 772~i , 67 
150 X=USRC&'1E16',&'0 000 "I 
160 END 

Of( 
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l.OADED 
Of( 

10 REM SECOND AUTO LOAD 
20 INF'UT A·~ 
30 f''()f([ 77;:5 .6 fl 
40 X=USRCl " lE00',&'0000'1 
50 END 

Df( 

LOADED 
Df( 

10 REM THIRD AND FINAL AUTO LOAD 
?O l''IUNT " !30 YOU fiEE, IT WDl'<l<G ! ! " 
::JO END 

l)f( 

NEW CMOS 65XX CPUS 

The following information originally appeared in the February 1983 issue 
of UPDATE ANNOUNCEMENTS , a monthly publication of the Professional 
Update Committee of the IEEE Philadelphia Section, and is reprinted 
here , with permi ssi on , for your general information. 

Do any of our readers have 11 hands-on" experience with some of these new 
chips which they would li ke to share with others? 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS 0 F INTEREST 

1. From GTE Microcuits: 

GTE is making CMOS versions of 6500 CPUs. They are making 18 CPUs, 
ten that are pin compatiable with NMOS CPUs and eight that are new. 
The CMOS 6500 CPUs have ten new instructions and two new addressing 
modes . The CPUs do not have the glitches the NMOS CPUs have, for 
example invalid op codes cause the NMOS CPUs to hang up while the 
CMOS CPUs treat them as NOPs . The new CPUs whi ch are pin compatible 
with the NMOS CPUs are: 

G65SC02 
G65SC03 

G65SC04 
G65SC05 

G65SC06 
G65SC07 

G65SC12 
G65SC13 

G65SC14 
G65SC15 

The new CMOS CPUs which have DMA and multi - processor interfaces are: 

G65SC1 02 
G65SC103 

G65SC104 
G65SC105 

For more information please contact: 

Ha~ry Nash Associates 
P.O. Box 188 
Willow Grove , PA 19090 
(215 ) 657-2213 

G65SC106 
G65SC107 

G65SC112 
G65SC115 

SEE ALSO PAGES 15-33,34 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

* * * * * * * * * * * 
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0200- 20 86 BB 
0203- A9 0E 
0 205- SD 6D A6 
0208- A9 02 
020A- SD 6E A6 
020D- 60 

020E- C9 46 
0210- D0 51 
0212- AD 49 A6 
0215- C9 02 
0217- D0 4A 

0 2 19- A0 00 
021B- 20 4D 83 
021E- B9 65 02 
0221- F0 06 
0223- 20 47 BA 
0226- CB 
0227- D0 F5 

0229- A0 00 
022B- 20 D9 81 
022E- F0 0B 
0230- B0 31 
0232- 99 6B 02 
0235- 20 42 83 
0238- CB 
0239- D111 F0 

023B- BC 6A 02 
023E- 20 86 BB 
0241- 20 9C 82 

0244- A0 00 
0246- Bl FE 
0248- D9 6B 02 
024B- D111 0F 

0010 
11102111 
003111 
0040 
005111 
111060 
0070 
11111180 
009111 
0100 
0110 
111120 
0130 
0140 
0150 
0160 ; .OS 
0170 ACCESS 
0180 CRLF 
0190 INCCMP 
0200 INBYTE 
0210 NEWLOC 
0220 OUTCHR 
0230 P2SCR 
0240 PARNR 
0250 SPACE 
0260 URCVEC 
0270 
0280 LINK 
0290 
0300 
0310 
0320 
033111 
0340 
0350 START 
036111 
0370 
0380 
111390 
0400 
0410 
0420 
0430 OUTP 
0440 
0450 
0460 
0470 
0480 
0490 GETPAT 
0500 GETP 
0510 
0520 
0530 
0540 
055111 
111560 
0570 
0580 STOLNG 
111590 
060111 
061111 
0620 COMPl 
063111 COMP2 
0640 
065111 

EXPANDED MEMORY SEARCH FOR SYM-1 
By Richard R. Albers c 1981 

To use this program, enter: G <LINK>CR. 
Then enter: F <start addr)-(end addr>CR. 
The program will prompt for the data to be 

matched before entering the memory examine/ 
modify mode. Enter he>: bytes, or 11

:" plus 
ASCII characters, or combinations. 

Enter 1 to 255 bytes. End input with a <CR >. 
The program acts like .M with . 3 parameters, 
but needs a match of all the pattern bytes 
before entering memory e >: amine/modify mode. 

.BA $020111 

.DE $8886 

.DE $83 4D 

.DE $8282 

.DE $81D9 

.DE $8517 

.DE $8A47 

.DE $829C 

.DE $A649 

.DE $8342 

.DE $A66C 

JSR ACCESS 
LDA #L,START 
STA URCVEC+l 
LDA #H,START 
STA URCVEC+2 
RTS 

CMP # ' F 
BNE ERROR 
LDA PARNR 
CMP #$02 
BNE ERROR 

LDY #$00 
JSR CRLF 
LDA TABL,Y 
BEQ GETPAT 
JSR OUTCHR 
INV 
BNE OUTP 

LDY #$00 
JSR INBYTE 
BEQ STOLNG 
BCS ERROR 
STA PATRN,Y 
JSR SPACE 
INV 
BNE GETP 

STY NBYTES 
JSR ACCESS 
JSR P2SCR 

LDY #$00 
LDA <SFE>,Y 
CMP PATRN,Y 
BNE NEXT 

Link to unrec. cmd vector 

Our command? 

Clear inde>: register 
Clear line 
Print "PAT " 

Clear index register 
Get a pattern byte 
CR ends input 
Non-hex not allowed 
Store pattern 
Separate bytes 
Count bytes 
Force end at 256 

Move P2 to FE,FF 

Clear index register 
Get a byte 
And compare to pattern 
No match 
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0 24D- CB 
11124E- CC 6A 02 
0251- 90 F3 

0253- 20 17 85 
0256- 90 09 
0258- C9 47 
025A- D0 1117 

025C- 20 B2 82 
025F- 90 E3 
0261- 18 
0 262- 60 

0263- 38 
0264- 60 
0265- 50 41 54 
0268- 20 00 
026A-
026B-

0660 
0670 
0680 
0690 
0700 
111710 
0720 
073 0 
111740 
0750 NEXT 
076111 
0770 QUIT 
078111 
0790 
081110 ERROR 
111810 BACK 
0820 TABL 

0830 NBYTES 
111840 PATRN 
0850 

INV 
CPY NBYTES 
BCC COMP2 

JSR NEWLOC 
BCC QUIT 
CMP #'G 
BNE ERROR 

JSR INCCMP 
BCC COMP1 
CLC 
RTS 

SEC 
RTS 
.BY ' PAT 

.DS 1 

.DS 255 

.EN 

Match 
End of pattern? 
No; continue matching 

Enter mem examine/modify mode 
CR means return to SUPERMON 
Go to ne>:t matched locn? 
Only "CR" or "G" allowed 

Increment FE,FF 
Not at end address yet 
End of search 

Error; return 
ReTurn to SUPERMON 

$00 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The Ex panded Memory Search Program listed below is more 
"powerful" than that listed abov e in that 11 wild cards" are allowed .. 
This could be helpful , for e x amp l e, in finding all JSRs to a given page. 

020111- 2111 86 SB 
111203- A9 111E 
0205- SD 60 A6 
0208- A9 02 
020A- SD 6E A6 
0200- 6111 

020E- C9 46 

0010 
0020 
0030 
0040 
0050 
0060 
0070 
0080 
0090 
0095 
0100 
0101 
0110 
0120 
0125 
0130 
0140 
0150 
0160 ; .OS 
0170 ACCESS 
0180 CRLF 
0190 INCCMP 
0200 INBYTE 
0210 NEWLOC 
0220 OUTCHR 
0230 P2SCR 
0 240 PARNR 
0250 SPACE 
0260 URCVEC 
0270 
111280 UNK 
0290 
0 3 0111 
1113 10 
111320 
0 3 3111 
1113 4111 
0 350 START 

EXPANDED MEMORY SEARCH FOR SYM-1 
By Richard R. Albers c 1983 

To use this program, enter: G <LINK>CR 
Then enter: F <start addr)-(end addr>CR. 
The program will prompt for the data to be 

matched before entering the memory examine/ 
modify mode. Enter hex bytes, or ":"and 
an ASCII character, or 11 ? 11 as a wild card. 
(a thru z ASCII is made upper case by MON>. 

Enter 1 to 255 bytes <wild cards= 2 bytes>. 
End input with a <CR >. 
The program acts like .M with 3 parameters, 

but needs a match of all the pattern bytes 
<a wild card is a guaranteed match> 
before entering memory examine/modify mode. 

.BA $1112 111111 

.DE $8B86 

. DE $8340 

.DE $82B2 

. DE $8109 

.DE $8517 

.DE $8A47 

.DE $829C 

.DE $A649 

.DE $8342 

. DE $A66C 

JSR ACCESS Link to unrec. cmd vector 
LDA #L , START 
STA URCVEC+l 
LOA #H,START 
STA URCVEC+2 
RTS 

CMP # ' F Our command? 
SYM-PHYSIS 15-1111 



12121121- 0121 76 
121212- AD 49 A6 
121215- C9 1212 
121217- 0121 6F 

121219- A121 121121 
12121B- 2121 40 83 
12121E- B9 BA 1212 
121221- F121 16 
121223- 2121 47 BA 
121226- ca 
121227- 0121 F5 

121229- C9 3F 
12122B- 0121 5B 
121220- A9 121121 
12122F- 99 9121 1212 
121232- ca 
0233- F0 53 
121235- A9 01 
121237- 0121 09 

121239- A121 121121 
12123B- 2121 09 81 
12123E- F121 15 
121240- B0 E7 
121242- 99 9121 1212 
121245- C9 121121 
121247- 0121 1216 
121249- ca 
12124A- F0 3C 
12124C- 99 9121 1212 
12124F- 2121 42 83 
0252- ca 
121253- 00 E6 

121255- ac aF 02 
121258- 2121 86 BB 
12125B- 20 9C 82 

12125E- A121 121121 
026121- A2 1210 
121262- BD 9121 1212 
121265- 00 06 
0267- EB 
0268- BD 9121 1212 
12126B- 0121 1214 
0260- 01 FE 
12126F- 00 10 
0271- EB 
121272- ca 
121273- EC BF 1212 
0276- 90 EA 

121278- 2121 17 85 
027B- 90 1219 
121270- C9 47 
027F- 0121 1217 

121281- 2121 B2 82 
1212B4- 90 DB 
121286- lB 
121287- 60 

12128B- 38 

121360 
0370 
0380 
121390 
0400 
121410 
12142121 
12143121 OUTP 
121440 
045121 
0460 
12147121 
1214B0 
12149121 GETW 
121500 
121510 
12152121 
12153121 
0540 
12155121 
121560 
121570 
12158121 GETPAT 
121590 GETP 
1216121121 
121610 
121620 STOl 
121630 
121640 
0650 
12166121 
12167121 
12168121 GETl 
0690 
12170121 
0710 
072121 STOLNG 
0730 
121740 
075121 
12176121 COMPl 
0770 
12178121 COMP2 
0790 
12180121 
lil810 
12183121 
121B50 COMP3 
12186121 
0870 COMP4 
12188121 
089121 
090121 
0910 
12192121 
0930 
12194121 
121950 
12196121 
12197121 NEXT 
09B0 
12199121 QUIT 
1000 
1010 
11212121 ERROR 

BNE ERROR 
LOA PARNR 
CMP #$02 
BNE ERROR 

LOY #$0121 
JSR CRLF 
LOA TABL,Y 
BEQ GETPAT 
JSR OUTCHR 
INV 
BNE OUTP 

CMP #'? 
BNE ERROR 
LOA #$121121 
STA PATRN,Y 
INV 
BEQ ERROR 
LOA #$1211 
BNE ST01 

LOY #$!11121 
JSR INBYTE 
BEQ STOLNG 
BCS GETW 
STA PATRN,Y 
CMP #$121121 
BNE GETl 
INV 
BEQ ERROR 
STA PATRN,Y 
JSR SPACE 
INV 
BNE GETP 

STY NBYTES 
JSR ACCESS 
JSR P2SCR 

LOY #$1210 
LOX #$121121 
LOA PATRN,X 
BNE CtJ!1P3 
INX 
LOA PATRN,X 
BNE COMP4 
CMP <$FEl,Y 
BNE NEXT 
INX 
INV 
CPX NBYTES 
BCC COMP2 

JSR NEWLOC 
BCC QUIT 
CMP #'G 
BNE ERROR 

JSR INCCMP 
BCC COMP1 
CLC 
RTS 

SEC 

Clear index register 
Clear line 
Print " PAT " 

<Always> 

Wild card? 

Yes, indicate it 

If PATRN too big 

<Always> 

Clear index register 
Get a pattern byte 
CR ends input 
Non-hex maybe wild 
Store pattern 
Zero is special 

If PATRN too big 
Double zero matches zero only 
Separate bytes on CRT 
Count bytes 
Force end at 256 

Store number of bytes 
in PATRN 

Move P2 to FE,FF 

Clear index registers 

Get a byte of pattern 

Check for wild card 

Wild, skip match attempt 
Compare to memory 
No match 

Match 
End of pattern? 
No; continue matching 

Yes; e x amine memory 
CR means return to SUPERMON 
Go to next matched locn? 
Only 11 CR 11 or 11 6 11 allowed 

Increment FE,FF 
Not at end address yet 
End of search 

Error; return 
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02B9- 60 

1212BA- 5121 41 54 
!112BO- 20 !110 

02BF-
12129121-

12120121- 20 B6 BB 
021213- DB 
021214- A9 0121 
12121216- BO 4A A6 
12121219- BD 4B A6 
1212121C- BO FE 1212 
02!11F- 20 40 B3 
121212- 2121 20 B3 
0215- 2121 42 B3 
12121B- 2121 lB BA 
021B- C9 24 
121210- F121 3 B 
12121F- C9 40 
121221- 0121 1213 
121223 - 4C 03 B0 

121226- C9 30 
12122B- 9121 23 

112130 BACK 
1040 
1050 TABL 

106121 
1070 NBYTES 
1121B121 PATRN 
1090 
12101121 
0015 
012120 
012140 
121050 
12112160 
121070 
0121B0 
0090 
12110121 
0110 
121120 
12113121 
12114121 
12115121 
0160 
12117121 
1211B121 
12119121 
12120121 
121210 ACCESS 
0220 BEEP 
12123121 CRLF 
121240 ERMSG 
12125121 INCHR 
0260 OUTBYT 
121270 OUTCHR 
02B0 OUTQM 
121290 PARM 
0300 P3L 
0310 P3H 
0320 SPACE 
033121 WARM 
0340 
0350 
12136121 ; .OS 
0370 
03B121 START 
12139121 
0400 RESTRT 
041121 
0420 
12143121 
044121 
0450 
046121 
047121 
04B0 
0490 
051110 
051121 
0520 
053121 
054121 
0550 
056121 D2H 
0570 

RTS Return to SUPERMON 

.BY 'PAT ' $00 

.OS 1 

.OS 255 

.EN 
May be less; don't overflow! 

HEX TO DEC & DEC TO HEX CONVERTER 
By Richard Albers 

Uses modifications of routines 
from Leo J. Scanlon's 

"651212 Software Design". 

.G 2121121 to start a conversion. 
Prefix hex with "$" ("+"from hexpadl. 

I nput decimal with no prefi x . 
Output uses same hex indicator. 
Limit is $FFFF or decimal 65535. 
Test for overflow is only on decimal 

input; hex input uses PARM. 
End each number input with "CR". 
Exit to MON with "M" <MEM from hexpadl 
after prompt (?) for input. 

See cements for changes for use with 
hex keypad & LEDs. 

.DE $BBB6 

.DE $B972 

.DE $B34D 

.DE $8171 

.DE $BA1B 

.DE $B2FA 

.DE $8A47 

.DE $B320 

.DE $8220 

.DE $A64A 

.DE $A64B 

.DE $B34 2 

.DE $B1211213 

.BA $2121121 

JSR ACCESS 
CLO 
LOA #$121121 
STA P3L 
STA P3H 
STA ZFLAG 
JSR CRLF 
JSR OUTQM 
JSR SPACE 
JSR INCHR 
CMP #'$ 
BEQ H2D 
CMP # ' M 
BNE D2H 
JMP WARM 

Just in case ... 
Clear storage & flag 

Indicate ready 
Prompt : ? 

Get first char 
Hex to dee? (+ ($2Bl for hexpad) 
Yes 
Return to MON? 
No, must be dee to hex 
Yes, return 

; Convert decimal to hex adecimal 

CMP # '121 
BCC ERROR 

Test for valid decimal d i git 
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022A- C9 3A 
11122C- B0 lF 
022E- 2111 65 1112 
0231- 20 lB BA 
111234- D0 F0 
111236- 2111 4D 83 
111239- A9 24 
023B- 2111 47 BA 
023E- AD 4B A6 
111241- 20 FA 82 
0244- AD 4A A6 
111247- 2111 FA- 82 
024A- 4C 04 02 

024D- 38 
024E- 2111 72 89 
111251- 20 71 Bl 
0254- 4C 1114 1112 

111257- 20 20 B2 
025A- D0 Fl 
025C- 20 4D B3 
025F- 2111 Bl 02 
0262- 4C 04 02 

0265- 29 0F 
0267- 48 
0268- 0E 4A A6 
026B- 2E 4B A6 
026E- B0 3A 
0270- AD 4B A6 
0273- 4B 
0274- AD 4A A6 
0277- 48 
027B- 0E 4A A6 
027B- 2E 4B A6 
027E- B0 2A 
02B0- 0E 4A A6 
0283- 2E 4B A6 
02B6- B0 22 
02BB- 68 
02B9- 60 4A A6 
028C- BO 4A A6 
02BF- 6B 
111290- 60 4B A6 
0293- B0 15 
0295- 80 4B A6 
029B- 6B 
0299- 60 4A A6 
029C- BO 4A A6 
029F- A9 00 
02A1- 60 4B A6 
02A4- BO 4B A6 
02A7- B0 01 
02A9- 6111 

02AA- A2 FD 
02AC- 9A 
02AD- A9 0F 
02AF- 0111 9C 

0580 
0590 
061110 
0610 
0620 
111630 
0640 
065111 
0660 
067111 
0680 
11169111 
0700 
111710 
0720 
0730 
0740 
0750 
0760 
0770 
111780 
111790 
0B00 
0B10 
0B20 
0B30 
0840 
0B50 
0860 
0B70 
0B80 
0B90 
0900 
0910 
0920 
0930 
0940 
0950 
111960 
0970 
098111 
0990 
111100 
1010 
11112111 
1030 
104111 
1050 
1060 
1070 
11118111 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1130 
114111 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
122111 
1230 

ERROR 

H2D 

CONA2H 

OVFLO 

CMP #': 
BCS ERROR 
JSR CONA2H 
JSR INCHR 
BNE D2H 
JSR CRLF 
LDA #'$ 
JSR OUTCHR 
LDA P3H 
JSR OUTBYT 
LOA P3L 
JSR OUTBYT 
JMP RESTRT 

SEC 
JSR BEEP 
JSR ERMSG 
JMP RESTRT 

CASCII "9"+1) 

OK; convert to hex 
Get next character 
Not CR; continue 

Print "$"("+"($2B> for LEDs > 

Output hex value 

Let monitor print 
error message 

And try again 

; Convert hexadec imal to decimal 

JSR PARM 
BNE ERROR 
JSR CRLF 
JSR CONH2A 
JMP RESTRT 

Get hex to convert 
Non-hex is not allowed 
New line 
And conveRt it 
Get next # to convert 

; Store ASCII-coded decimal as hex 

AND #$0F 
PHA 
ASL P3L 
ROL P3H 
BCS OVFLO 
LDA P3H 
PHA 
LOA P3L 
PHA 
ASL P3L 
ROL P3H 
BCS OVFLO 
ASL P3L 
ROL P3H 
BCS OVFLO 
PLA 
ADC P3L 
STA P3L 
PLA 
ADC P3H 
BCS OVFLO 
STA P3H 
PLA 
ADC P3L 
STA P3L 
LOA #$00 
ADC P3H 
STA P3H 
BCS OVFLO 
RTS 

LOX #$FD 
TXS 
LDA #$0F 
BNE ERROR 

Convert to BCD 
Save new digit 
Multiply current hex by 2 

Save 2 X current value 

4 X current 

8 X current 

Retrieve 2 X 
2 x + B x = 10 x 
current value 

Now, get new digit 
And add to 10 X 

current value 

Pick up any carry 

Overflow; n > 65535 
Gl-ean - up stack 
Code for "OVERFLOW" 
<Always> 
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0 
9 
39 
17 
22 
12 
13 
l:S 
6 
E: 
4 
9 

02B1- A0 0B 
0283- A2 00 
02B5- AD 4A A6 
02B8- 38 
02B9- F9 F5 02 
02BC- BD 4A A6 
02BF- AD 4B A6 
02C2- BB 
02C3- F9 F5 02 
02C6- 9111 1117 
02CB- BO 4B A6 
02cB- ca 
02CC- EB 
02CD- 0111 E6 

02CF- CB 
0200- AD 4A A6 
0203- 79 F5 02 
0206- 80 4A A6 
02D9- BA 
02DA- 00 05 
02DC- AE FE 02 
02DF- F0 lllB 
02E1- EE FE 02 
02E4- 09 3111 
02E6- 20 47 BA 
02E9- 88 
02EA- BB 
02EB- 0111 C6 
02ED- AD 4A A6 
02F0- 1119 30 
02F2- 20 47 BA 
02F5- 60 

02F6- 00 0A 
02F8- 0111 64 
02FA- 03 EB 
02FC- 27 10 

02FE- 00 

1240 
125111 
1260 CONH2A 
127111 NE XTD 
12B0 SUBT 
129111 
1300 
1310 
1320 
133111 
1340 
135111 
1360 
137111 
13B0 
139111 
1400 
1410 
1420 
1430 
1440 
1450 
1460 
1470 
14B0 
149111 
15111111 
1510 
1520 
1530 
154111 
1550 
156111 
1570 
158111 
1590 

ADJ OUT 

ASCOUT 

NOPR 

1600 TABL 
1610 
1620 
163111 
164111 
1650 ZFLAG 
166111 
167111 

; Output h e x as ASC I I - coded decimal 

LOY #$0B 
LOX #$00 
LDA P3L 
SEC 

Table p o inter 
Decimal-to-be 
Hex v a l ue to convert 

SBC TABL-1,Y Subtr a c t decimal value of 
STA P3L thi s d i git f rom the hex 
LOA P3H value stored i n P3 
DEY unti l we e xceed the hex 
SBC TABL-1,Y val ue, then add-bac k one 
BCC ADJOUT 
STA 
INV 
INX 
BNE 

INV 
LOA 
ADC 
STA 
TXA 
BNE 
LOX 
BEQ 
INC 
ORA 
JSR 
DEY 
DEY 
BNE 
LOA 
ORA 
JSR 
RTS 

P3H 

SUBT 

P3L 
TABL-1,Y 
P3L 

A SCOUT 
ZFLAG 
NOPR 
ZFLAG 
#$30 
OUTCHR 

NEXTD 
P3L 
#$3111 
OUTCHR 

.BY $00 $0A 

.BY $00 $64 

.BY $03 $ EB 

.BY $27 $10 

.BY $00 

.EN 

Here is where we count 
in deci mal ( 0 <= X <= 9 ) 

(Always) 

Add back 1 to P3L; 
P3H was not changed 

Move dec imal t o A 
Suppress lead i ng zeros 
Test leading z ero f l ag 

Indicate found non-zero 
Conver t i t to ASCII 
And pr int it 
Now ad just f or next 

decima l value 
Unless t his i s the last? 

Alway s p r i nt the last 
d i git , even i f i t , s zero 

; Dec imal 10 
; Dec i mal 100 
;Dec i mal 100 0 
;Decimal 10000 

;Leading z eros f l ag 

FIGURE BELOW IS MORE FULLY DESCR I BED ON PAGE 15- 2 1 

Sample DIRECTORY listing from VIC=20/CBM-64 1541 Disk Dri ve System 
which, it is hoped, can be adapted to t he SYM-1. "MAE " i s the CBM-64 
equivalent of RAE-1 on the SYM-1. 

lllGr:l:tr.!!M M dl'!l".!-..:1 4 
"MAE/DOSMD.EXE64" PRO 3 
"MAE.EXE64" PRO 11 
"MI CROMOt-l. EXE64" PRO 29 
"MAE. t-lOT" 
"vJORDP. EXE64@8500" 
"l·JORDP. REL64" 
"vJOF:DP. It-JS" 
"REL. E~:E64" 

"REL.REL64 " 
"UART.CTL" 
"UART.M01" 

PRO 14 
PRO 8 
SEQ 2 
PF:O 10 
PRO 12 
SEQ 3 
PRO 5 
PRO 7 

"UART.M02" 
"UART.t103" 
"F'ET.LIB CBM64" 
"IEEE. LIB" 
"MLMACROS. MLIB" 
"SvJEET16. MLIB" 
"SECTOR. CTL" 
"SECTOR.PGM" 
"PET SOURCES.BAS" 
"S TARvJR ITER. BAS " 
It R ~3C I I . BAS II 
"GL.SORT.CTL" 

PRO 5 
PRG ~ "' 
PRG .::. ·~ 

12 PRG 1 PRG 
PFG 2 

PRG 26 

PRG ~ 
PRG .,, 

PRG -· 
PRG 6 
PRO 306 

"GL.SORT.M00" 
"GL . SORT . M01" 
"SM-SORT. ASM" 
"SORT .TEST . BAS" 
" 152~ PRI NTER.BAS" 
"TAPE64 . ASM" 
"TAPE64.REL" 
"TAPE . Er:E64@8000" 
"SCROLL.EXE64 " 
"SCROLL . REL64" 

BLOCKS FREE. 
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PRO 
PRO 
PRG 
PRO 
PRO 
PRO 
SEQ 
PRO 
PRO 
SEQ 



FDC-1 TECHNICAL NOTES - ISSUE 2 

Number 2 .1 

The following letter, from David w. · Lewis, 1424 N. Chigwell Lane, 
Webster, NY 14580, contains some very helpful information on the FDC-1: 

Lux: 

Enclosed you will find my edited listing of EDB. Normally I would 
provide you with full source code. However, my system is not a standard 
SYM and my EDB source is greatly modified for my parallel port keyboard, 
memory mapped video, parallel port printer, and expanded I/O. 

In the EDB listing enclosed, you will f i nd the code for the real time 
clock is changed. This change prevents the clock from generating an IRQ 
until it is enabled and the time is set with the .STIME command. If 
this change to EDB is made, it is not necessary to fix the IRQ bug in 
FDC-1 code unless the clock function is need. This also lets EDB run 
slightly faster. [Editor ' s Note: The file described here, and listed 
below, is a direct replacement for EDB File 50, for those of you who 
have copies of Jack Brown's EDB.] 

EDB will patch in the disks when ever a cold or warm start is made <.G 
200, .G 203, or .G after a break to MON). I have tested all functions 
and found no problems. However, there are probably bugs. If you find 
any, please let me know. 

One area of concern I have not yet investigated is the variable file 
loading when the BASIC source is enlarged. Also, I believe that there 
is a problem if HIMEM is lowered (i.e., lowered to $4000 from $8000) to 
allow room for an assembly language program. The variable file may load 
over the protected code. 

Enclosed with the marked EDB source you will find the EDB FDC-1 patch 
listing, the IRQ and DC command listing. Also, on tape you will find 
the following: 

1) A copy of this letter, file Fl 
2l A copy of EDB FDC-1 disk handler EDB.10, file F2 
3 > A copy of IRQ and DC patches, file F3 

Regarding the problem of CRC disk errors, I am enclosing a copy of an 
article on this type of disk controller. On my system with 40 track 
drives with double density storage it is not unusual to get CRC errors 
on the inner 5 tracks. I found that the 1791 was slowly degrading in 
performance until the only way it would work was to cool it with freeze 
spray. found it impossible to get a Synertek 1791, so I replaced it 
with a Western Digital chip. To do this the +5 vdc land to pin 40 was 
cut. Then +12 vdc from my bus was provided to pin 40 of the 1791 
through an unused pin on the PWB edge connector. 

Another unusual error I originally had was lost data. Due to the delay 
through my bus buffer card, the disk controller DRQ was not detected. 
The S.O. <set overflow> input of a 6502 must be synchronized with the 
falling edge of the phase 1 clock. This was done on my bus interface 
card with a D-flip flop 74LS74. 

FDC-1 IRQ Interupt BUG 

There is a bug in the FDC-1 IRQ software IRQRTN at $9C5D that prevents 
any IRQ from being e xecuted from the user UIRQVC location in system ram. 
Any IRQ will be executed thru IRQVEC at $A67E which points to the disk 
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IRQRTN routine. 
software BRK. 

This causes the system to hang up on user IRQ's or a 

The reason for this is simple. Whenever the 1791 Disk Controller chip 
is executing a command, the busy status bit is set and data transfers 
are controlled by the DRQ (data request line) and the 6502 S.O. <set 
overflow> input. After the command is complete, the busy bit goes low 
and then the IRQ goes high. Therefore, the disk IRQ can never occur 
when the busy bit is set. 

Examination of the IRQRTN code shows that the branch to the disk routine 
is taken whenever the busy bit is low. This is true for all IRQ's. 

The fix for this is to test a flag, not the busy bit in the status 
register. Since the only entry to to disk handling routine is DISKIO at 
$9800, ·the 5 calls to this routine can be pointed to a routine to set 
and clear the disk IRQ flag. The address selected is $9780 <easy to 
remember>. If the modified IRQRTN routine is also moved here, an added 
bonus can be gained. The upper 2k of the disk handler can be simply 
paged in memory with an I/O line, providing an e xtra 2k of memory space. 

The only problem I see is 
system I have 2 blocks of 
<total lk of RAM for disk 
DISK.FLAG was no problem. 
bug fix. 

finding a byte of RAM for the flag. On my 
512 bytes of RAM for disk use in the I/O space 
use). So finding the the extra byte for 

I have included the software listing for this 

FILE SAVE BUG 

There is a bug in the file save routine. If the last byte of a file is 
the only byte in the last sector, the byte will not be saved. 

Example: Sector size 256, save 200 - 3 00 . 
Only 200 - 2FF will be saved. 

The director y will show the full file range of 200 - 300. I have not 
looked into this, but I believe that the file size is computed by 
END.ADDRESS - START.ADDRESS, which is 1 byte short. This has a 1 in 256 
or 1 in 128 <etc.> chance of missing the last byte on random length 
files. 

Number 2.2 

Here are several FDC-1 patches by Dave Lewis: 

0010 
0020 
0030 
0040 
0050 
0060 
0070 
0080 
0090 
0100 
0110 
0120 
0130 
0140 
0150 
0160 
0170 
0180 
0190 

;******************************************************** 
FDC-1 PATCHES FOR : 
ll IRQ BUG 
2l PAGING OF UPPER 2K BYTES OF FDC-1 EPROM 
3) DC COMMAND FOR RAE DISK AND TAPE 

USAGE 

;DISK.FLAG -
THIS FLAG IS USED TO TAKE CARE OF THE FDC-1 IRQ BUG. 
BIT 0 OF THE FLAG IS SET TO INDICATE A DISK OPERATION 
IS IN PROGRESS. THE IRQRTN CHECKS THIS BIT, NOT THE 
1791 DISK CONTROLLER CHIP, TO DETERMINE THE SOURCE OF 
AN IRQ. IF BIT 0 = 1, THEN A DISK IRQ HAS OCCURRED AND 
IRQRTN JUMPS TO IOCOMP AT $9C7D. IF BIT 0 = 0, A USER 
IRQ HAS OCCURRED AND IRQRTN JUMPS TO IRQBRK AT $800F. 

;IRQRTN -
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0200 
0210 
0220 
0230 
0240 
0250 
0260 
0270 
0280 
0290 
0300 
0310 
0320 
0330 
0340 
0350 
0360 
0370 
0380 
0390 
0400 
0410 
042111 
0430 
0440 
0450 
111460 
11147111 
0480 
0490 
0500 
11151111 
0520 
111530 
0540 
0550 
0560 
111570 
111580 
059111 
0600 
0610 
0620 
0630 
0640 
11165111 
0660 
0670 
0680 
0690 
0700 
0710 
0720 
0730 
0740 
0750 
0760 
0770 
11178111 
0790 
1118111111 
0810 
0820 
0830 
0840 

; 

THE VERSION OF IRQRTN HERE IS COPIED FROM $9C5D WITH SLIGHT 
CHANGES TO ALLOW I/O PAGING OF THE UPPER EPROM WITH THE 
VIDEO PWB. IF PAGING IS NOT DESIRED, CHANGE THE LABEL 
STAREG TO DISK.FLAG IN LINE 407111 OF THE ORIGINAL IRQRTN 
ROUTINE. I HAVE NOT DETERMINED THE BEST RAM LOCATION 
FOR DISK.FLAG ON A STANDARD SYM-1 WITH FDC-1. IF PAGING IS 
USED, IRQRTN MUST BE MOVED DOWN INTO THE FIRST 2K AND THE 
THE IRQVEC INITIALIZATION IN DINIT AT $988111 MUST POINT 
TO THE NEW ADDRESS. 

;GO.DISK -

; 

ALL CALLS TO DISKIO AT $9800 (5 CALLS> MUST NOW POINT TO 
GO.DISK. GO.DISK WILL THEN SET DISK.FLAG, PAGE EPROM IF 
DESIRED, CALL DISKIO AT $9800, THEN CLEAR DISK.FLAG BEFORE 
RETURNING. THE STARTING ADDRESS OF $978111 WAS CHOSEN TO BE 
EASILY REMEMBERED SINCE THIS IS THE NEW DISK HANDLER ENTRY 
POINT <NO LONGER $9800 DISKIOJ. 

;RAE.DC -
THIS CODE USES THE DC <DISK COMMAND> FUNCTION OF RAE TO 
SWITCH BETWEEN TAPE AND DISK. IF TAPE LOADS AND STORES 
<NOT .CT TAPE ASSEMBLY> IS DESIRED, ENTER >DC T AND THE 
DISK FUNCTION IS DISABLED. TO SWITCH BACK TO DISK, ENTER 
>DC D. 

DC T DISABLE DISK, ENABLE TAPE 
DC D ENABLE DISK 

TO USE THIS FUNCTION, ADD THE FOLLOWING LINE INTO THE 
RAELINK CODE AT $971C. 

LINE 551116 JSR SET.DCVEC 
; 
;*********************************************************** 

; 

.BA $9780 

.MC $778111 

GO.DISK PHA 
LOA 
STA 
STA 
PLA 
JSR 
PHA 
LDA 
STA 
STA 
PLA 
RTS 

#05 ;disable video card, enable disk eprom 
$A113 ;video/FDC-1 eprom paging I/O address 
DISK.FLAG ;SET FLAG FOR DISK IRQ 

DISK IO ;run disk 

#04 ;enable video, disable disk eprom 
$A113 ;video/FDC-1 eprom paging I/O address 
DISK.FLAG ;CLEAR FLAG FOR USER IRQ 

IRQ HANDLER 
; 
IRQBRK 
IOCOMP 
PAGE.1 
BSYBIT 
STAREG 

IRQRTN 

.DE $800F 

.DE $9C7D 

.DE $0100 

.DE $01 

.DE $F00111 

PHP 
PHA 
TXA 
PHA 
TSX 

;monitor IRQ handler 

LDA PAGE.1+4,X 
AND #$10 ;MASK FOR B FLAG 
BNE IRQRET ;IF A BREAK INSTRUCTION 
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0850 
086111 
0870 
0880 
0890 
11191110 
0910 
11192111 
093111 
0940 
095111 
0960 
097111 
0980 
0990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
106111 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
112111 
1130 
1140 
1150 
116111 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
121111 
1220 
123111 
1240 

LDA #BSYBIT 
BIT DISK.FLAG ;CHECK FOR ACTIVE DISK 
BEQ IRQRET ;IF DISK NOT ACTIVE, BRANCH & LET SYM 
LDA STAREG ;CLEAR DISK IRQ 
JMP IOCOMP ;DISK BUSY, JUMP TO DISK IRQ HANDLER 

IRQRET PLA ;BRK OR NON-DISK IRQ 
TAX 
PLA 
PLP 
JMP IRQBRK ;LET SYM HANDLE IT 

;-------------------------------------------------------------
; 
;INITIALIZE DC VECTOR FOR RAE DISK COMMAND VECTOR 

SET.DCVEC LDA #H,RAE.DC 
STA •SED 
LDA #L,RAE.DC 
STA *$EC 
RTS 

;RAE DISK COMMAND DC HANDLER 
; 
RAE.DC 

DISK.DC 
STORE.DC 

TAPE? 

NOT.GOOD 

LDY 
JSR 
CPY 
BEQ 
LDA 
CMP 
BNE 
LDA 
STA 
RTS 
CMP 
BNE 
LDA 
BEQ 
JMP 

.EN 

#0 ;point to start of RAE input buffer 
MVNEXT ;move past DC to next field 
#80 ;past end of buffer? 
NOT.GOOD ;branch if at buffer end 
$135,Y ;get 1st char of 2nd field in buffer 
#'D ;is char a D for enable disk 
TAPE? ;branch if not D 
#1 ;yes, a D 
SEE ;alter DC vector flag 
;finished 

#'T ;is 1st char in 2nd field T 
NOT.GOOD ;branch if not T 
#0 ;disable disk,allows proper tape load 
STORE.DC ;forced branch 
ERROROUT ;char not D or T, input error 

Number 2.3 

HANDLE 

Here is Dave Lewis' FDC-1/EDB-1 Link for users of Jack Brown's Extended 
Disk Basic <EDB-1>: 

0010 ; EDB.1111 9:30 PM MON FEB 21 1983 
011120 ;-----------------------------------------------
0030 
0040 
01115111 
0060 
007111 
011180 
0090 
010111 
0110 
0120 
111130 
0140 
0150 
0160 
111170 
0180 
0190 

IFE DISK-1 

' ;***************************************************** 
USAGE 

.IN;2 set disk drive 0 as input device 

.IN;3 set disk drive 1 as input device 

.OUT;2 set disk drive 0 as output device 

.OUT;3 set disk drive 1 as output device 

Automatically reverts back to application drive 1 
after any access on system drive 0. If this is not 
desired, remove the four lines in this file which 
forces this function. Set default read/write device 
numbers as desired in page 2 locations RDEV and WDEV. 
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0200 
0210 
0220 
0230 
0240 
0250 
0260 
0270 
0280 
0290 
0300 
0310 
0320 
0330 
0340 
0350 
0360 
0370 
0380 
0390 
0400 
0410 
0420 
0430 
0440 
0450 
0460 
0470 
0480 
0490 
0500 
0510 
0520 
0530 
0540 
0550 
0560 
0570 
0580 
0590 
0600 
0610 
0620 
0630 
0640 
0650 
0660 
0670 
0680 
0690 
0700 
0710 
0720 
0730 
0740 
0750 
0760 
0770 
0780 
0790 
0800 
0810 
0820 
0830 
0840 

Real time clock IRQ must be disab l ed during disk calls. 
If i t is desired that the clock a l ways run after cold 
start, remove 2 lines of the CLK.FLAG check in this 
file. CLK. FLAG is set to $C0 during the .STIME routine 
when the clock IRQ hardware is enabled. If the original 
EDB clock enble function is used, these lines must be 
removed and CLK.FLAG is not needed. 

; 

;••················································· ; 
; Extended Disk Basic. Parameters for FDC-1. 
; 
NAME.PTR . DE $FC 
; 
PARNR .DE $A649 
P3 .DE $A64A 
P3L .DE $A64A 
P3H .DE $A64B 
P2 .DE $A64C 
P2L .DE $A64C 
P2H .DE $A64D 
Pl .DE $A64E 
PlL .DE $A64E 
PlH .DE $A64F 
; 
MONENTRY .DE $9006 ;initialize FDC-1 vectors, to set IRQ only 
POINTNAM .DE $9064 ;point. •Fe to NAME.BUF 
AR2 .DE $908D ;FDC-1 file load entry 
NMBLANK .DE $9199 ;put spaces in NAM.BUF 
S3CHECK .DE $92CA ;FDC-1 file save entry 

;---------------------------------
; 
DISK.SAVE 

LOAD.NOREL 

DISK.LOAD 
LOAD.FILE 

DISK.DONE 

DISK.RET 
; 
POINT.NAME 
NAME.BLK 
MOVE.NAME 

NAME.LOOP 

JSR POINT.NAME ;set ptr, clear buffer , move name 
JSR ADJ.WRITE ;get drive # with verify 
STX PlL ;set drive # for save with verify 
JSR S3CHECK+16 ;do save 
LOA # 3 ;force drive 1 after wr i te access of drive 0 
STA WDEV ;set wr i te device 
JMP DISK.DONE ;chec k for clock before return 

LOA #1 ;1 parm load file with no relocation 
BNE LOAD.FILE ;forced branch 
LOA #2 ;2 parm load file with relocation 
STA PARNR ;set up for 1 or 2 parm load 
JSR POINT.NAME ;set up NAME.BUF 
JSR ADJ.READ ;get drive # with verify 
STX P2L ;set drive # for load 
JSR AR2 ;do load 
LDA #3 ;force drive 1 after read access of drive 0 
STA RDEV ;set read device 
LOA #$C0 ;check clock flag 
CMP CLK.FLAG ;flag = $C0 if clock on, else 0 
BNE DISK. RET ;branch if no clock 
STA VIAIER ;enable clock IRQ hardware in 6522 chip 
RTS ;return from disk command 

JSR 
JSR 
LOY 
LOX 
LOA 
BEQ 
STA 
INY 

POINTNAM 
NMBLANK 
#0 
*LA BLOC 
PGONE,X 
NAME.END 

;poi nt *FC to NAME.BUF 
; put spaces in NAME.BUF 
; move NAME to NAME.BUF 

;move file name, 10 char max 
;done if 0 

<NAME.PTR>,Y 
;get nex t char 

;store char in NAM.BUF 
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0850 
0860 
0870 
0880 
0890 
0900 
0910 
0920 
0930 
0940 
0950 
0960 
0970 
0980 
0990 

NAME.END 

ADJ.READ 

ADJ.WRITE 

INX 
BNE 
CLC 
LDA 
STA 
RTS 

LOX 
BNE 
LDX 
INX 
I NX 
RTS 

*** 

NAME.LOOP ;forced branch 
;no error 

#$40 ;disable clock IRQ at 6522 chip 
VIAIER ;IRQ must be off during disk access 

;now do disk command, load or save file 

RDEV ;get r ead device , 2 or 3 
ADJ.WRITE+3 ;forced branch 
WDEV ;get write device, 2 or 3 
;adjust drive number, force verify 
;drive 0 = 4 , drive 1 = 5 

1000 ; 
1010 END.PGM .EN 

Number 2.4 

Here are some c omments by Dave Lewis on the proper use of the 6502 SO 
line. He has annotated material on page 9-16 of Leventhal's 
<OSBORNE/McGraw-Hi ll> 11 6800 Assembly Language Programming .. " 

[Note: That's right, the 6800 book ! Couldn't find anything on the SO in 
Leventhal ' s 6502 book. Does anyone else have inputs on the need to 
clock S0 with Phase 1 ???] 

;o.......,J H .. ~ +l.:s 
"":J Fbc - 1 

c:,..4., ~ I- WQ.S r~"'-'"e.J 
h ... J,J b .. r. T: 

s;, o. 
occ .. r. 

Th• Set O verffow flag ISO) signal can be used to set to 1 the Overflow bit ol the 
Sta tus register. The SO input must make a high-lo-low transition on the trailing edge of 
the 4>1 pulse 1n order for the Overflow bit of the Sta tu s register 10 be set to 1 This m ay 
be illustrated as- loll~ 

so 

You canno t use the SO input signa l in order to reset the Over11ow bit of the S1a1us 
register to 0. Note that external logic must use the 4>1 clock signal in order 10 synchron· 
ize the SO high- lo-low trans11ion. A simple 74 74 llip· flop can be used for 1h1s purpose: 

~...... F-bc - 1 

f/1. clock ~ .... .., -
C.PIJ o.._ ~YM - 1 

so----< 
... 

SET 

............... '° -- To 
sy,., - 1. s-.c:i . 

""P""~ 
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THE SYM-1, THE CBM-64, AND THE VIC=20 

For many years the SYM-1 stood alone as the 
6502- based single-board computer available. We felt 
ideal beginner ' s computer for those with a reasonable 
background and some skill with hand tools, or who at 
end of a soldering iron was the handle end. 

most cost-effective 
that it was the 
amount of hardware 
least knew which 

We still believe this, especially since Lance Leventhal "s 11 Micro
computer Experimentation with the Synertek SYM-1" is now available to go 
along with it. Several factors which others might consider as short
comings, we consider to be advantages. As one e x ample , we feel that the 
initial absence of BASIC and a QWERTY keyboard is a strong plus for the 
SYM-1, since the user is " forced" to learn machine language from the 
outset. There is also no need to "tie up" a TV set in order to use the 
computer. 

The required power supply and cassette recorder add less than $50 to the 
initial system cost, and the necessity for interfacing these items to 
the SYM-1 is an integral part of the learning process. From this point 
on. the SYM-1 is fully expandable in any direction(sJ desired by the 
user, and, in this sense, is the most ''personal 11 computer available .. 

The absence of games, and a seeming "unfriendliness" to non-technically 
oriented users, makes the SYM-1 relatively non- accessable for any 
youngsters around the household. For this reason, as well as the desire 
for color graphics and wealth of software availability, many SYM-1 
owners have Apple !I's around as second (or perhaps even first! 
computers .. 

While we think highly of the Apple, and very soon will even have one 
installed in our campus office, courtesy of a special arrangement to 
provide all full-time computer science faculty with Apple IIE's, we 
never considered getting one for home use. On the other hand, we now 
have one each VIC=20 and CBM-64, to supplement several of our SYM-1 
systems. Here ' s why: 

The CBM-64 has probably the very best color graphics and music synthesis 
capabilities available at anywhere near its low cost. We installed Carl 
Moser's "MAE" <Macro Assembler Editor, first cousin to RAE-1!, as the 
first order of business. As you can see from the printed "Directory 
Listing" of the MAE disk, among the many utilities, is one called 
"WORDP.EXE64~8600". This we SYM-PHYSIS readers know under the name of 
SWP! Hence, much of what we learned on the SYM-1 is directly applicable 
to the CBM-64. CNOTE: Directory Listing is reproduced on page 15-14.J 

MAE and RAE are also first cousins to ASSM/TED, long available on other 
CBM systems, including the PET, and a tremendous amount of public domain 
software is available, at $10 per diskette, from the ATUG <ASSM/TED 
Users' Group!, including an excellent disassembler into MAE, similar to 
Dessaintes' Disassembler into RAE. 

Thus, the CBM-64 is far more compatible with SYM-1 than is the Apple II, 
thanks to the MAE/RAE relationship, at much lower cost <at this writing 
in the neighborhopd of $350 in the USJ, and we intend to make it even 
more compatible, as we shall describe below. We will be using our CBM-
64 primarily to develop teaching software for the VIC=20, again as 
described below. 

We have long felt that our computer science students were being trained 
by 16th century methods, for the job market as it e x isted three years 
ago (dropping the editorial "we" for a few paragraphs, this is my 
personal opinion, not necessarily shared by others on the faculty!!. 
This semester I am teaching an experimental course, "Small Computer 
System Design", for juniors and seniors with absolutely no hardware 
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background. 
schematics , 
how to use a 
heard of 1 J to 

The objectives of the course include learning to read 
understanding the use of TTLs, VIAs, RAMs, ROMs, etc., and 
disassembler <which most of the students had never even 

probe the inner workings of a system. 

In the hope that the students would be encouraged to buy their own 
personal computer, I chose as the "Model System" the lowest cost system 
available, the VIC=20. While the Timex/Sinclair had an apparently lower 
initial cost, it was not considered as effective, since the VIC=20 has 
more RAM <5K vs 2KJ, as well as built-in serial, parallel, and RS-232-C 
interfaces, including both the hardware <two 6522sl and software drivers 
<20K ROM vs SK>, all of which are e x tra cost options on the T/S. 

Additionally, the VIC=20 has a better keyboard, color graphics, the more 
universal Microsoft BASIC, the easier to learn 6502 <vs the Z80J, and 
easier to learn logical design <specs on the inner workings of the 
multipurpose main chip of the T/S are hard to come by and the knowledge 
gained from its study would not be applicable to other systems. 

As the price of the VIC=20 dropped from $200 to $80 durin.g the semester 
more students purchased their own computers, and most say that they wish 
they had started earlier. Next semester I will require that students 
form small study groups, with each student having at least a one-third 
share of a VIC=20, si~ce this will actually cost them less than a text. 
In adtlition I will place a collection of books on the VIC=20 on Library 
Rese.-ve for them to use .. 

Now to get back to the SYM-1! We removed the ROMs from our VIC=20, and 
inserted them in place of the BAS-1 chip on one of our SYM-ls. <We 
don't yet have the disassembler into MAE running on the CBM-64, and the 
disassemblers available in the Machine Language Monitors for the CBM-64 
are only simple one-pass versions.! We dissambled their contents and 
edited the results, and provided copies of the listings to students for 
their study and annotation. The I/O management portion of the VIC=20 OS 
is excellent, and the method of handling the disk via a simplified IEEE 
interface <serial vs parallel! is well worth adopting to the SYM-1. 

The 1541 single disk drive, for BOTH the VIC=20 and the CBM-64, is the 
least e>:pensive one we've ever seen <around $350 discounted!. The units 
are self contained, and only two pages of RAM (for data buffers) are 
required. Only the software driver is required to interface them to the 
SYM-1' How's that for hardware compatiblity? 

Some readers will remember that we added color graphics to our SYM-1s, 
first with Turpin's ColorMate, then with one of the RCA VP3301 Data Ter
minals. Both are directly compatible with VCRs. The former has pixel 
mapping (requiring 4K of the SYM-1's RAMJ, the latter permits a user 
specified graphics character set, and can be used on the SYM-1's 20 mA 
loop. 

The VIC=20 with its built-in RS-232-C interface <actually inverted TTLJ 
would make an inexpensive color terminal for the SYM-1. The VIC=20 has 
an interlace mode permitting its output to be superimposed onto a video 
image during editing of VCR recordings. Additionally, the KTM-2/80, 
when interfaced via RS-232-C with either the VIC=20 or the CBM-64, would 
add the 80 column display so nice for word processing. 

The SYM-1 and/or the KTM-2/80 and either or both the VIC=20 and CBM-64 
are natural go-togethers. No additional hardware elements <unlike the 
Apples! other than connectors and cables are required for interfacing 
them. Do you see why we are so excited by these two new low priced 
systems? 

All that is required is the time to do the software job''!! We'll be 
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glad to work with any of our readers with VIC/SYM systems by providing 
copies of our VIC disassemblies in RAE-1 readable format. The 1541 Disk 
Drive software is almost directly usable in the SYM-1, providing the 
timing loops are modified to the ratio of the 1.022727 MHz to 1.000000 
MHz clocks (a 2% error>, and that the appropriate IEEE protocol is 
followed. Linkage to RAE through the DC command would be relatively 
simple. Linkage to BAS-1 could then be handled by a .DC command using 
essentially the same subroutines, except for possible relocation of the 
buffers. 

A MORSE CODE KEVER 

Here's a program by our Number One Son, Jim Luxenberg, 949 Hensley, San 
Bruno, CA 94066. He has been a SYMmer for about a year, and got his Ham 
Ticket just a few months ago. His wife has been a Systems Analyst with 
IBM for many years, so they now have an IBM Personal Computer in 
addition to his SYM-1. 

10 REM MORSE PROGRAM BY JIM LUXENBERG KA6WRZ 9 APRIL 1983 
20 REM THIS PROGRAM ACCEPTS 3 LINES OF TEXT AND OUTPUTS MORSE CODE 
25 REM THROUGH PORT PB0. THIS PORT WILL DRIVE A RELAY WHICH CAN BE 
30 REM USED TO KEY A TRANSMITTER OR CODE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR. 
40 REM NOTE- PROGRAM WILL NOT ACCEPT A COMMA <,l AS INPUT. SOME OTHER 
45 REM NOT COMMONLY USED PUNCTUATION MARKS HAVE BEEN LEFT OUT OF THE 
50 REM PROGRAM BUT THEY CAN EASILY BE INCLUDED IF DESIRED. 
100 CLEAR 
110 PRINTCHR$(27l+"E":FORN=1T09:NEXT 
121i:l PT=441i:l32 
125 DIMC$<50l 
130 C$!1l="-- •. --":C$!2l="-••• -":C$!3l=".-.-.-":C$!4l="-.• -." 
140 C$(5l="-----":C$!6l=".----":C$!7l=" •• ---":C$!8l=" ••• --" 
150 C$!9l=" • • •. -":C$(10l=" ••••• ":C$!11l="-•••. ":C$(12l="-- .•• • 
160 C$(13l="--- •• ":C$!14l="----.":C$!21i:ll=" •• -- •• ":C$!22l=".-" 
170 C$(23 l ="- ..• ":C$!24l="-.-.":C$(25l="-.• ":C$(26l=".":C$(27l=" •• -." 
181i:l C$ (28) ="--. ": C$ (29l =" .••• ": C$ (30) =" •. ": C$ (31) =". ---" : C$ (32) ="-. -" 
190 C$(33l=".- •• ":C$!34l="--":C$(35l="-.":C$(36l="---":C$!37l=".--." 
200 C$ (38) ="--. -": C$ (39) =". -. ": C$ (41i:ll =" ••• ": C$ (41 l ="-":CS (42l =" •• -" 
210 C$ (43> =" •.• -": C$ <44> =". --": C$ <45> ="- .• -": C$ <46) ="-. --" 
221i:l C$!47l="--•• " 
250 POKEPT+2,255 
260 PRINT"COMPUTER GENERATED MORSE CODE PROGRAM" 
270 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
280 INPUT"ENTER DESIRED CODE SPEED IN WPM ";S 
291i:l S=INT<514/Sl 
301i:l PRINT"ENTER THE TEXT TO BE CONVERTED TO CODE" 
311i:l FORB=1T03 
320 INPUTA$ <Bl 
331i:l A$=A$+A$ <Bl 
340 NEXT B 
351i:l FORE=1TOLEN<A$l 
360 IFMID$(A$, E,1l=" "THENGOSUB540:NEXTE 
371i:l X$=MID$(A$,E,1l 
380 X=ASC(X$l 
391i:l C$=C$(X-43l 
400 FORI=1TOLEN<C$) 
410 IFMID$(C$,I,1l="-"THENGOSUB520 
420 IFMID$ <C$, I, 1l =". "THENGOSUB510 
431i:l NEXTI 
440 FORD=1T0<3*Sl:NEXTD 
450 NEXTE 
500 END 
510 POKEPT,255:FORN=1TOS:NEXTN:POKEPT,0:FORN=1TOS:NEXTN:RETURN 
520 POKEPT,255:FORN=1T0<3*S>:NEXTN:POKEPT,0:FORN=1TOS:NEXTN:RETURN 
540 FORN=1T0<4•S>:NEXT:RETURN 
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LANCE LEVENTHAL'S LATEST BOOK: 

"MICROCOMPUTER EXPERIMENTATION WITH THE SYNERTEK SYM-1" 

We have a whole bookcase <actually several bookcases') full of computer 
books. There are books on computers in general, microcomputers in 
general, microprocessors in general, particular computers, particular 
microcomputers, particular microprocessors, languages in general, 
particular languages, etc., etc. [Among the perks of teaching, of 
course, are the review copies sent us for possible class adoption. But 
we actually buy and pay for, out of our own pocket, more than half the 
books we own.J 

Most of the books we have skimmed, and placed on the shelves, never to 
be looked at again. Many of these books would be useful for beginners, 
but not truly useful for reference. We have a new city/county 
<Chico/Buttel library, and we are in the process of clearing out our 
bookshelves so that we can donate literally scores of these books to 
help fill the shelves of this new building. 

To amuse ourselves during this process, we made a mental list of the top 
twenty books, the ones we would never part with, at least not during our 
1 i fetime. Five of our "Top 20" books are by Lance Leventhal; this 
should give you some idea of our respect for Dr. Leventhal's writing 
abilities. We regret that we have not yet met him in person, but hope 
that one day we will, now that we have found, through a brief exchange 
of letters, that we have a mutual friend here at the university. 

We have reviewed and highly recommended three of his books in earlier 
issues. We now review and recommend his most recent book, "MICRO
COMPUTER EXPERIMENTATION with the SYM-1'', Prentice-Hall, Inc., @1983. 
To do this 51i:l0 page book full justice and to illustrate its tremendous 
breadth and depth of coverage of the SYM-1 would require far more time 
than we have available and the few pages we can devote here. So, we'll 
just let the book speak for itself by reprinting its Table of Contents 
on pages 15-25,26. You can then judge the value of the book to you for 
yourselves. Surely there must be at least a few topics in that listing 
that are 11 new 11 for each of us. 

The book is organized into 16 "Laboratories'', rather than chapters, 
since the approach is meant to be 1'hands-on 11

, not just casual reading. 
The Laboratories are numbered 0, 1, 2, ... , D, E, F (a nice touch, 
that!>. The material could easily be covered in a one day a week 15 
week semester course, or squeezed into a two day a week quarter course. 
The book is also definitely suitable for self-study. 

The book is remarkably free of errors; we didn't find any during our 
quick examination (of course, our proof-reading eye still needs some 
minor repair work done to sharpen it up). We do have one very serious 
complaint about the book, however! Why wasn't it available two years 
ago!!'!'! But then we would have had to wait for Leventhal's 6809 and 
Leventhal and Saville's 651i:l2 Subroutine books' 

The "SYM-1" book is similar in format to Leventhal's 1981 "MICROCOMPUTER 
EXPERIMENTATION WITH THE MOTOROLA MEK 6800D2", which we examined to see 
if we could build a course around the ten MEK 6800D2 kits wh ich were 
laying around, essentially unused, in one of the storerooms. While the 
book was great, we didn't feel that the -D2 kits were worth "rehabil
itating" for laboratory use. Of course we do admit to having a strong 
bias towards 6502-based systems, and when the MEK 6800D2 kits were 
ordered (by another instructor, of course) we fought a losing battle to 
convince "management" that the SYM-ls would do more for less money. 

THIS IS ONE BOOK WHICH EVERY SYM OWNER SHOULD HAVE! 
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PREFACE 

LABORATORY 0- BASIC OPERATIONS 

Overview 
Resetting the Computer 
Examining Memory 
Changing Memory 
Execu ting a Program 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY 1-WRITING AND RUNNING SIMPLE 
PROGRAMS 

Data Transfer Program 
Entering and Running the Data Transfer Program 
Processing Data 
Logically ANDing Two Values 
Examining Registers 
Changing Registers 
Common Operating Errors 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY 2- SIMPLE INPUT 

6502 Input/Output Operations 
Simple Input 
Flags and Conditional Branches 
Waiting for a Switch to Close 
Special Bit Posit ions 
Examining Flags 
Waiting for Two Closures 
Searching for a Starting Character 

LABORATORY 5-PROCESSING DATA OUTPUTS 

Handling More Complex Outputs 
Using the On-Board Seven-Segment Displays 
Adding a Delay 
Seven-Segment Code Conversion 
Counting on the Displays 
Switch and Light Program 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Lookup Tables 
Hardware/Software Tradeoffs 
Key Point Summary 

LABO RATORY 6- PROCESSING DATA ARRAYS 

Data Arrays 
Processing Arrays with the 6502 Microprocessor 
Sum of Data 
Using a Terminator 
Limit Checking 
Displaying an Array 
Varying the Base Address 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY 7- FORMING DATA ARRAYS 

Standard Procedure for Forming Arrays 
Clearing an A rray 

Calculating Relative Offsets with the CALC Command 
Key Po1'1t Summary 

Placing Values in an Array 
Entering Input Data into an Array 
Accessing Specific Elements 
Counting Switch Closures 
Arrays of Addresses 

LABORATORY 3-SIMPLE OUTPUT 

Attaching the LEDs 
6522 Input/Output Ports 
Lighting an LED 
Implementing a Time Delay 
Lengthening the Delay 
Bit Manipulation 
Establishing a Duty Cycle 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY 4-PROCESSING DATA INPUTS 

Handling More Complex Inputs 
Waiting for Any Switch to Close 
Debouncing a Switch 
Counting Closures 
Iden tifying the Switch 
Using a Hardware Encoder 
Key Point Summary 

Long Arrays 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY 8- DESIGNING AND DEBUGGING 
PROGRAMS 

Stages of Software Development 
Flowcharting 
Flowcharting Example I - Counting Zeros 
Flowcharting Example 2 - Maximum Value 
Flowcharting Example 3 - Variable Delay 
Debugging Tools 
Breakpoints 
Single-Step Mode 
Debugging Example-Counting Zeros 
A Second Breakpoint 
Common Programming Errors 
Key Point Summary 

Note that much of the material is 
directly applicable to 6502 systems 
in general. 
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LABORATORY 9-ARITHMETIC 

Applications of Arithmetic 
B·Bit Binary Sum 
Binary-Coded-Decimal (BCD! Representation 
8-Bit Decimal Sum 
Decimal Summation 
16-Bit Arithmetic 
Rounding 
Multiple-Precision Arithmecic 
Arithmetic with Lookup Tables 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY A-SUBROUTINES AND 
THE STACK 

Rationale and Terminology 
6502 Call and Return Instructions 
6502 Stack and Stack Pointer 
Guidelines for Stack Management 
Subroutine Linkages in the Stack 
Saving Registers in the Stack 
A Delay Subroutine 
An Input Subroutine 
An Output Subroutine 
Using the Monitor Subroutines 
Using the Output Subroutines 
Subroutines and the Decimal Mode Flag 
Calling Variable Addresses 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY B-INPUT/OUTPUT USING 
HANDSHAKES 

Additional Factors in 1/0 Transfers 
Basic 1/0 Methods 
Treating Status and Control Signals as Data 
Using Data Lines for Status 
Using Data Lines for Control 
6522 Versatile Interface Adapter (VIA) 
VIA Status Inputs 
VIA Control Outputs 
VIA Automatic Control Modes 
Programmable I /0 Ports 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY C- INTERRUPTS 

Functions, Advantages, and Disadvantages of Interrupts 
Characteristics of Interrupt Systems 
6502 Interrupt System 
Interrupt-Related Instructions and Features 
SYM Interrupts 
Keyboard Interrupts 
6522 VIA Interrupts 
Handshaking with Interrupts 
Communicating wich Interrupt Service Routines 
Buffering lncerrupcs 
Changing Values in the Stack 
Multiple Sources of Interrupts 
Guidelines for Programming with Interrupts 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY D-TIMING METHODS 

Timing Requirements and Methods 
Generalized Delay Routines 
Waiting for a Clock Transition 
Measur ing the Clock Period 
Programmable Timers 
6522 Interval Timers 
Elapsed Time Interrup ts 

Real· Time Clock 
Longer Time Intervals 
Keeping Time in Standard Units 
Real· Time Operating Systems 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY E-SERIAL INPUT/OUTPUT 

Implementing Serial Interfaces 
Serial/Parallel Conversion 
Generating Bil Rates 
Using the Real· Time Clock 
Start and Stop Bits 
Using the Set Overflow Input 
Detecting False Start Bits 
Generating and Checking Parity 
Key Point Summary 

LABORATORY F- MICROCOMPUTER TIMING 
AND CONTROL 

Special Problems in Microcomputer Hardware Design 
Timing and Control Functions 
System Clock 
Tracing Instruction Execution 
Execu tion of 6502 Addressing Modes 
Decoding Address Lines 
Mul tiple A ddresses and Memorv Expansion 
Addressing 110 Devices 
Key Point Summary 

Appendix 1 
Appendix 2 
Appendix 3 
Appendix 4 
Appendix 5 

6502 Microcprocessor Instruction Set 
ASCII Character Table 
Brief Descriptions of 6502 Family Devices 
Laboratory Interfaces and Parts Lists 
Summary of the SYM· 1 Monitor (SUPERMON) 

REFERENCES 

INDEX 

Table of Contents from Leventhal's 
"MICROCOMPUTER EXPERIMENTATION WITH 

THE SYNERTEK SYM-1" 
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ON RECURSION TECHNIQUES - BY TOM GETTYS 

I 
Recursion is an extremely powerful programming technique, as those who 
are versed in languages such as PASCAL and C know. 

However, most do not realize that recursion can be used to benefit in 
BASIC also! While it is up to the user to define and maintain the 
parameter stack explicitly, the advantages of recursion can often still 
be realized. 

The first example is a routine which computes the factorial of an 
integer. Notice how close the BASIC implementation matches the standard 
recursive definition of N factorial (note that no parameter stack is 
needed here, due to the global nature of all BASIC variables>. 

The second example is a recursive solution to the ubiquitous Tower of 
Hanoi probem. Here three arrays are used as a parameter stack. Each 
time the routine is to call itself the current parameter values are 
"pushed" on the stack. 

have used this technique to implement several algorithms which lend 
themselves naturally to a recursive solution, e.g., tree traversal, the 
QUICKSORT algorithm, etc. 

Below you will find two algorithms which utilize recursion. You may 
enjoy trying your hand at writing these as recursive BASIC programs. 

The first searches the array A (of size NI for the first occurrence of 
the value x. If A!il=x then i is returned, otherwise 0 is. The second 
determines the greatest common divisor of the integers a and b, where 
a >b. 

PROCEDURE SEARCH<il 
BEGIN 

CASE 

END 

IF i >N THEN SEARCH=0 
IF A<il=x THEN SEARCH=i 

ELSE SEARCH=SEARCH!i+ll 

PROCEDURE GCD<a,bl 
BEGIN 

IF b=0 
THEN GCD=a 
ELSE GCD=GCD<b,a MOD bl 

END 

100 INPUT "Find the factorial of "; N 
110 
120 GOSUB 310 
130 PRINT N "factorial is" F 
140 
150 END 
160 
170 
180 
190 REM 
200 REM 
210 

The following routine computes the value of 
of N factorial by the use of recursion. 

220 REM 
230 

A pseudo-code version of this routine is as follows: 

240 REM 
250 REM 
260 REM 
270 REM 
280 REM 

PROCEDURE FACT<Nl 
BEGIN 

IF N=l THEN FACT=l 
ELSE FACT=N*FACT<N-ll 
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290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 

IF N=l THEN F=l : RETURN 

N=N-1 GOSUB 310 

350 N=N+l F=N*F : RETURN 
100 INPUT "Number of disks: 
110 
120 DIM S$!Nl , l$!Nl, D$!Nl 
130 
140 S$!Nl="left 
150 l$!Nl="center" 
160 D$!Nl="right " 
170 
180 GOSUB 530 
190 END 
200 
2HI 
220 

"; N 

230 REM 
240 REM 
250 

The following is a recursive routine which 
solves the TOWER OF HANOI problem. 

The underlying idea is this: 
To move N disks from pole 1 to pole 3 
1> move N-1 disks from pole 1 to pole 2 

260 REM 
270 REM 
280 REM 
290 REM 
300 REM 
310 

21 move the bottom disk from pole 1 to pole 3 
3) move the N-1 disks from pole 2 to pole 3! 

320 REM 
330 REM 
340 REM 
350 

The routine to move N disks simply calls upon itself 
to solve the problem of doing steps 2 and 3, that of 
moving N-1 disks! 

360 
370 REM 
380 

An equivalent PASCALese version would look something like: 

PROCEDURE move<count,source,destination> 
BEGIN 

IF count=! 
THEN WRITE<source,destinationl 
ELSE BEGIN 

390 REM 
400 REM 
410 REM 
420 REM 
430 REM 
440 REM 
450 REM 
460 REM 
47121 
480 
490 
51210 

REM 
REM 
REM 

intermediate=NOT<source OR destination) 
move<count-1,source,intermediatel 
WRITE<source,destinationl 
move(count-1,intermediate,destination> 

510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590 
60121 

END 
END 

IF N=l THEN PRINT S$!Nl " == > " D$!Nl 

S$!N-ll=S$<Nl 
1$ <N-11 =D$ <NI 
D$ <N-11 =1$ <NI 
N=N-1 
GOSUB 530 

610 PRINT S$ <N+l l " == > " D$ <N+l l 
62121 
630 S$!Nl=l$(N+ll 
640 l$(Nl=S$<N+ll 
650 D$!Nl=D$!N+ll 
660 GOSUB 530 
670 
680 N=N+l : RETURN 

RETURN 
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A 9600 BAUD TERMINAL PATCH 

We received the following letter and program from Dr. A. J. Hissink 
several years ago <!>, promptly tested it, and then "lost" the program 
somewhere in our almost unmanageable collection of cassettes and 
diskettes! Tom Gettys supplied us with his copy, and we publish it now 
because of the many requests we have received for it: 

Dear Lu>:, 

At last I'm getting around to putting a few thoughts on tape and sending 
in a few of my utility programs. Most of them were developed from 
programs in SYM-PHYSIS and adapted to my particular requirements. They 
may be of interest to some of the SYMaddicts. 

One utility will be of general interest to KTM-2 owners. noted that 
the KTM-2 terminal was capable of 9600 baud but the upper limit of the 
MON 1.1 I/O routines was 4800 baud. I analysed the timing of "TOUT" and 
"TIN" and found that 9600 baud was possible but that these routines 
would have to be rewritten. This was desirable from another viewpoint 
too - the inclusion of parallel printer control. 

My first attempt at the I/O routine timing was a linear extrapolation of 
the lower baud rate timings. However, I found that the loop delays were 
more critical then they should have been so I calculated the times from 
scratch and found that the 4800 baud was not optimum but a compromise to 
get the wide range of baud rates. I believe the timings in these 
routines are optimum. They certainly aren't critical and should work 
first time in all terminals. 

My routines are now built into a new reset program. However, this 
program will work as is by "G" to the object code starting address. The 
terminal will go dead. Switch the baud rate selector on the KTM-2 to 
9600, do a CONTROL SPACE to reread the option switches and you will be 
up and running. Note you don't have to send a character to get things 
going any more (another source of annoyance'). 

Each call to the object code at label "PRINTER" will initialize the port 
for a 7 data bit parallel printer with "BUSY" on bit 7 <ie the 8th bit) 
and toggle the printer I/O on and off. Note that it uses bit 0 of 
TOUTFL to determine the printer output status. 

0010 ; *** 
0020 ; *** 
0030 ; *** 
0040 

SYM-1 TERMINAL I/O - 9600 BAUD 

0050 .OS 
0060 
0070 

.BA $7F00 

.ES 

0080 
00911! 

ADDRESS DECLARATIONS 

01011! SAVER 
11!110 PBDA 
0120 TOUTFL 
0130 TECHO 
0140 INVEC 
01511! OUTVEC 
0160 ORB 
0170 DDRB 
0180 PCR 
01911! USRENT 
02011! RESXAF 
02111! RESALL 
0220 ACCESS 
0230 
0240 

.DE $8188 

.OE $A402 

.DE $A654 

.OE $A653 

.OE $A661 

.OE $A664 

.DE $A800 

.OE $A802 

.OE $A80C 

.DE $811!35 

.OE $81BB 

.OE $81C4 

.DE $8B86 

; <OR WHEREVER ' > 

;TERM INPUT 

;PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 
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7F00- 211! 86 BB 

7F03- A9 60 
7F05- 80 64 A6 
7F08- A9 7F 
7F0A- 80 65 A6 

7F00- A9 18 
7F0F- 80 61 A6 
7F12- A9 7F 
7F14- 80 62 A6 
7F17- 60 

7F18- 211! 88 81 
7F1B- A9 00 
7F1D- 85 F9 
7F1F- AD 02 A4 
7F22- 20 54 A6 
7F25- 38 
7F26- E9 411! 
7F28- 90 F5 
7F2A- A0 06 
7F2C- 88 
7F2D- 011! FD 
7F2F- AD 02 A4 
7F32- 20 54 A6 
7F35- 38 
7F36- E9 411! 
7F38- 2C 53 A6 
7F3B- 10 11!6 
7F3D- 20 90 7F 
7F411l- 4C 49 7F 

7F43- A0 07 
7F45- 88 
7F46- 00 FD 
7F48- EA 
7F49- 66 F9 
7F4B- EA 
7F4C- 48 
7F4D- 68 
7F4E- 90 DA 
7F50- A0 08 
7F52- 88 
7F53- 00 FD 
7F55- 18 
7F56- 20 90 7F 
7F59- A5 F9 
7F5B- 49 FF 
7F5D- 4C BB 81 

7F60- 85 F9 
7F62- 20 88 81 
7F65- A9 01 

0250 MACRO DEFN 
026121 
0270 I 'SL 
0280 
02911! 
0300 
0310 
0320 
0330 ; 
0340 ; *** 
0350 
0360 
0370 

0380 

0390 
0400 ;*** 
04111! ;*** 
0420 ; *** 
11!4311! INTCHR 
0440 
11!4511! 
0460 LOOK 
11!470 
0480 
04911! 
0500 
0510 TIN 
0520 TLP2 
11!530 
0540 
11!5511! 
11!560 
11!5711! 
0580 
0590 
0600 
11!610 
0620 ; 
11!630 DMYl 
11!640 TLPl 
11!650 
0660 
11!670 SAVE 
06811! 
06911! 
0700 
11!7111! 
0720 
07311! TLP3 
0740 
07511! 
11!760 
11!7711! 
07811! 
0790 
0800 ; 
0810 TOUT 
0820 
08311! 

.MD <ROUTI NE LINK> 
LOA #L, ROUT! NE 
STA LINK 

;SET LINK 

LOA #H,ROUTINE 
STA LINK+l 
.ME 

VECTOR PATCH 

JSR ACCESS 
SL <TOUT OUTVEC > 

SL <INTCHR INVEC> 

RTS 

SYM-1 TERMINAL I/O - 9600 BAUD 

JSR SAVER 
LOA #0 
STA *$F9 
LOA PBDA 
AND TOUTFL 
SEC 
SBC #$411! 
BCC LOOK 
LOY #6 
DEY 
BNE TLP2 
LOA PBDA 
AND TOUTFL 
SEC 
SBC #$40 
BIT TECHO 
BPL DMYl 
JSR OUT 
JMP SAVE 

LOY #7 
DEY 
BNE TLPl 
NOP 
RDR *$F9 

;IN TERMINAL CHAR 

;FIND LOG EDGE 

;31 uS DELAY 

; TERMINAL BIT 

;DR BITS 6,7 <TTY,CRT> 
;ECHO BIT? 

NOP ;TIMING - 8 uS DELAY 
PHA 
PLA 
BCC TIN 
LOY #8 
DEY 
BNE TLP3 
CLC 
JSR OUT 
LOA *$F9 
EDR #$FF 
JMP RESXAF 

STA *$F9 
JSR SAVER 
LOA #$01 

;TIMING - 41 uS DELAY 

;TERM CHR OUT 

;CHECK FOR HARD COPY 15-30 



7F67- 2C 54 A6 
7F6A- F0 0S 
7F6C- SD 00 AS 
7F6F- 2C 00 AS 
7F72- 30 FB 
7F74- A9 30 
7F76- SD 03 A4 
7F79- A5 F9 
7F7B- A2 0B 
7F7D- 49 FF 
7F7F- 3S 
7FB0- 20 90 7F 
7FB3- A0 0C 
7FB5- BB 
7FB6- 00 FD 
7FBB- EA 
7FB9- 4A 
7FBA- CA 
7FBB- 00 F3 
7FBD- 4C C4 S1 
7F90- 4S 
7F91- AD 02 A4 
7F94- 29 0F 
7F96- 90 02 
7F9S- 09 30 
7F9A- 20 54 A6 
7F9D- BD 02 A4 
7FA0- 6S 
7FA1- 60 

7FA2- 4B 
7FA3- 20 S6 SB 
7FA6- AD 54 A6 
7FA9- 49 01 
7FAB- BD 54 A6 
?FAE- A9 A0 
7FB0- SD 0C AB 
7FB3- A9 7F 
7FB5- BD 02 AS 
7FBS- 6S 
7FB9- 4C 35 B0 

7FBC- 4S 
7FBD- 20 S6 BB 
7FC0- A9 01 
7FC2- 00 54 A6 
7FC5- 4C AB 7F 

7FCS- 4S 
7FC9- 20 S6 SB 
?FCC- A9 FE 
7FCE- 20 54 A6 
7FD1- SD 54 A6 
7FD4- A9 00 
7FD6- BD 0C AB 
7FD9- SD 02 AS 
7FDC- 6S 
7FDD- 4C 35 B0 

0S40 
0B50 
0S60 
0S70 
0SS0 
0S90 
0900 
0910 
0920 
0930 
0940 
0950 
0960 
0970 
09B0 
0990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1060 
1070 
10S0 
1090 
1100 
111111 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
11S0 
1190 
1200 
121111 
1220 
1230 
1240 
1250 
1260 
1270 
12S0 
1290 
1300 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1350 
1360 
1370 
13S0 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1420 
1430 
1440 
1450 
1460 
1470 
14S0 
1490 

WAIT 

TERM 

OUTC 

PH AKE 

OUT 

OUT ONE 

BIT TOUTFL 
SEQ TERM 
STA ORB 
BIT ORB 
BMI WAIT 
LDA #$30 
STA PBDA+l 
LDA HF9 
LOX #$0B 
EOR #$FF 
SEC 
JSR OUT 
LDY #$0C 
DEY 
BNE PHAKE 
NOP 
LSR A 
DEX 
BNE OUTC 
JMP RESALL 
PHA 
LDA PBDA 
AND #$0F 
BCC OUTONE 
ORA #$30 
AND TOUTFL 
STA PBDA 
PLA 
RTS 

;SEND TO PRINTER 
;IS PRINTER STILL BUSY? 

;SET FOR OUTPUT 
; DATA DIRECTION 
;RECOVER CHR DATA 
START BIT, B DATA, 3 STOP BITS 
;INVERT DATA 

;OUTPUT BIT FROM CARRY 

;TERMINAL BIT OUT 

;MASK OUTPUT 

PRINTER CONTROL - ON/OFF TOGGLE 
; 
PRINTER 

PRIOUT 

; 
HARDON 

; 
HARDOFF 

PHA 
JSR ACCESS 
LOA TOUTFL 
EOR #%00000001 
STA TOUTFL 
LOA #%10100000 
STA PCR 
LOA #%01111111 
STA DDRB 
PLA 
JMP USRENT 

PRINTER ON 

PHA 
JSR ACCESS 
LOA #%00000001 
ORA TOUTFL 
JMP PRIOUT 

PRINTER OFF 

PHA 
JSR ACCESS 
LOA #%11111110 

;BIT 0 IS PRINTER 

;SET FOR ONE SHOT MODE 

; BIT 7 IS "BUSY" 

;TURN ON BIT 0 

AND TOUTFL ;TURN OFF BIT 0 
STA TOUTFL 
LDA #0 
STA PCR 
STA DDRB 
PLA 
JMP USRENT 
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CMORE ON 65C XX , CI A AND SID - con.tinued from page 15-34> 

tain, and Release > control capabilities. "Hard Synch", "Ring Modula
tion", and programmable filters are built-in, and two A/D converters 
(for reading potentiometers> are thrown-in, for good measure! The SIDs 
accept e>:ternall y generated audio signals for processing, and may be 
daisy-chained, or combined in various ways, for stereo, etc. 

Our previous e >; peri ence with sound effects chips has been with the TI SN 
76477, which we bui lt into a stand-alone system with manually operated 
switches and pot ent i ometers , and with the GI AY-3 -S910 chip, which we 
interfaced to the SYM- 1 through a VIA. Not only is the 6510 SID far 
nore versatile than either of these previous chips, it is ever so much 
simpler to interface, and, because of the CBM-64 "connection", there 
will be lot s o f publ ished software, both 6502 ML and Microsoft BASIC, 
adaptable for it Conly the PEEKs , POKEs, USRs, and SYSes need be 
changed). 

Our CBM-64 has been lent to a colleague, so that we could concentrate on 
the VIC;20. We e >: pect him, in e xchange for the loan, to show us how to 
set the alarm in t he CIA, and how to get the most out of the SID. 

INFORMATION RETR IEVAL PROBLEMS 

As part of the pre- preparation effort for this issue, we took several 
days out to e xami ne but a small fraction of the magnetic storage media 
on hand. Here are the results of the review, and some of our conclu
sions: 

While none of our own original materials are on cassettes, we do have a 
collection of over t hree hundred cassettes sent in by readers. Most are 
"neatly" organized in two attache-style cases, each holding 4B 
cassettes, and ten plastic cassette storage boxes, each holding 15 
cassettes. The most recent arrivals , some 50 or so, have not yet been 
"archived", but will be, as soon as we get more storage containers. 

The only indicat ion as to the information contained on each cassette is 
a small label on the visible edge of the cassette case with the name of 
the sender. For the more prolific contributors the label also bears a 
date and only a b ri ef hint as to the contents. 

Our conclusion? The inadequate index ing method makes information 
retrieval nearl y i mpossible. Why didn't we do better, and what is the 
solution? Our e x cuse is that all cassettes were immediately transcribed 
to <FOOS> disket t es, and that the cassettes were needed only for backup. 
We have never eve r r eferred to the cassettes a second time. We should 
have "recycled" the cassettes and skipped buying the fancy storage 
containers. 

We now have over 2 00 sequentially numbered FOOS 5 1/4" diskettes which 
were in-house generated, plus some 30 or so sent in by contributors. We 
have some 20 CODOS B" disks, both in-house and contributed , and a dozen 
or so FDC-1 5 1 / 4" diskettes. In the early days, we actually backed up 
each diskette with another. We stopped doing this long ago, and plan to 
reuse some S0 back up disks for new materials. 

With disks and diskettes retrieval problems still e x ist however. File 
names are length limited, and the abbreviations are often much too 
cryptic. After a few weeks the names no longer serve well as file 
identifier s .. Be l ow, for e >:ample, are directory listings from each of 
our three s ystems . It should be obvious, on examining these listings, 
that many of t he files are essentially "lost'', and would take 
considerable ef f ort to recover. Only when strongly motivated to find a 
particular file h a ve we made the necessary effort' 

(continued to page 15-35> 
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§wertek. SY65COO 
CMOS 8-Bit 

Microprocessor Family 

27 New lnsfructlons Indirect Device Plnouts 

PRELIMINARY 

Features 
High Performance 0 Hz 10 4 MHz Operation 
Low Power, 8 mA at 4 MHz, 10 Micro Amp 
Standby at 5 Volts 

Memory lock (MLJ Output Ounng 
Read·Mod1ly-Write 
Single 3 to 6 Volt Power Supply 
On-Chip Osc11!ator 
40 Pin or 28 Pm Versions 
Bus Enable !BE) Allows OMA Operations 

Description 

ROY Input to Extend Data Access Times for Use 
with Slow Memories 
Sync Output lnd1ca11ng Opcode Fetch 
Improved Bus T1mmg 
Earlier Valid Address Allows Use of Slower 
Memories 
27 New lns1ruc11ons 
Plug Compa11ble with NMOS 6502 

Hu Mnemonic 

BO BRA 
3A OEA 
IA INA 

QA PHX 
5A PHY 

FA PLX 
7A PLY 

9C srz 
9E srz 
64 srz 
74 srz 
IC TR B 

14 TR B 

oc TS B 

04 TSB 

B9 B,, 

JC B,, 

34 B,, 

Oucription 

Branch Relative Always 
Decrement Accumulator 
Increment Accumula1or 

Push X on Stack 
Push Yon Stack 
Pull X from Stack 
Pull Y from Stack 

Store Zero (Absolute) 
$ 1ore Zero (Absolute.X) 
Store Zero {Zero Page) 
Store Zero (Zero Page .XI 

Tes1 and Reset Memory Bits 
with Accumulator fAbsoluie) 
Test and Reset Memory B11s 
with Accumulator {Zero Page) 
Test and Se1 Memory Bits with 
Accumulator (Absolute) 
Test and Se! Memory Bits wnh 
Accumulator (Zero Page) 

Test Immediate with 
Accumulator 
Test Memory Bits w1 1h 
AccumulalOr (Absolute.X) 
Test MemOfy Bits w11h 
Accumulator (Zero Page.XI 

In 1nd1rect addressing the sscond b'{le of the instruc11on 
points to a memory locauon on page zero whose con· 
1ents is the low order byte of the effective &ddress The 
ne•t location on page zero coniains the htgh OJder byte 
of the effective address 

Miscellaneous Instruction 
Changes 

lnde•ed Addreuing across the page boundaries will 
re1ain the last byte of 1ns1ruct1onaddress rather than an 
1n11al1d page address 

Proeeh or H•ngup on certain 1nvaud opcodes h•s been 
eliminated. 

Jump Indi rect across page boundaries will now mere · 
ment the page address instead of wrapping around on 
itself If a page boundary is crossed lhe 1nstruc11oncycle 
11me will mcrease by one. 

D ecimal operations mvolv1ng addition and subtraction 
will take an add111onal cycle time. The NMOS Z.N and V 
flags were mvahd. 1he CMOS flags will be valtd 

R ead·M odify· Wnte cycles Wiii be flagged by the m 
output 

R D Y tr11ns1t1omng low w 1U cause the CPU to halt even 
during wme operations The NMOS version allowed 
trans111ons only during read cycles 

The CM OS 65COO fam1lyoflers the same lull hne of 10 
microprocessor pm conltgura11ons as 1he NMOS fa mily 
In addit ion 10 those. the CM OS lem1ly offers u ser selec· 
1eb1e m etal m ask options for select ion of clock etrcuitry 
and bu• conirol 1npu1 op11ons Below ere 1he ver1ous pin 
conr1gura11ons and add111onal mask options available tor 
all devices 

Optional Pull-Up far: 

ROY. IRO. NMI. S 0. AES and DBE/ BE inputs, each 
1nd1vtd1.1ally selectable by user 

Pin Configurations 

4X CLK/OSC 
SYl!5C4X02 

SY66C4XOI 

The CMOS 65COO microprocessor is compatible with 
the NMOS 6500 family ol microprocessors. This 8-blt 
microprocessor unit designed 1n Synertek's proprie
tary high performance N-well silicon ga le technology 
offers higher performance than the ong1nal NMOS 
6502 The design allows !or operating frequencies up 
10 4 MHz. and below 1 MHz lunher reducing it s alrei!dy 
low power consumption 

Not only 1s the 65COO a low power version al the 
popular 6500 microprocessor. 11 also has these new 
features Abil ity to trt·state !he R!W line, address and 
data bus !or OMA app11cat1ons Improved T ACC specs 
allowing use with slower memory devices A new 
optional output enhancing mul11processrng capab11!· 
hes Two new addressing modes. and a larger 
ms1ruc1 1on set providing the user with more compact 
programming capab1h11es 

New Addressing Modes OM A Oper• t ion1 on the CMOS 6502 are possible by 
pulling BE low. thus tr1 ·sta11ng the address and data bus 
and R/ W line 

7C JMP 

Block Diagram 72 AOC . 
32 ANO 

02 CMP 

52 EOR 

82 LOA 

12 ORA 

f2 SBC 

92 STA 

Jump (Indirect Absolule.X) 

Add Memory 10 Accumulalor 
with Carry (Indirect) 
.. AND . MemOJy with 
Accumu lator (lnduectl 
Compare Memory and 
Accumulator (1ndirecc) 
" E11.clus111e OR'. Memory with 
Accumula1ar (Indirect) 
Load Accumulator with 
Memory (Indirect) 
" OR · Memory with Accumula-
tor (Indirect) 
Subtract Memory ffom 
Accumulator with Borrow 
(lndtrect) 
Store Accumulator 1n Memory 
jlnduecl) 

Decimal M ode Flag condi11on defaults to the binary 
mode upon a reset The NMOS version 1he flag was 
random 

New Slgnols 
Memory LOCk m an output, 8Chll0 row. 1nd1cates the 
need lo deler lhe rearb1tra1ion ol lhe next bus cycle to 
insure mtegritY of read·m0d1ly-write cycles m a mul· 
l1processor environment 

Bus Enable (BE) an mput, when lrue allowing normal 
opera11on of the microprocessor, when low tn·sletes 
A/ W, address and data lmes. allowing true OMA opera· 
t1ons An improvement over 1he NMOS version. rn lhet 
DBE when pulled lowwouldonlytr1·s1a1e 1he data ltnes 

Applications Areos 

1X CLK/OSC 
SYISC X02 SYllCX12 

Indexed Absolute Indirect 
(JUMP) 

The CMOS version ol the 65021s idea lly su1led lor any 
low power appl1c a1 1on or apphca11on where noise 
Immunity and po1cn11at swings on Vee might occur 11 
is welt swled tor aulomot1ve. mous1r1al. busmess. 
harsh envrronment high temp and commumca11ons 
markets Not only does 111111 !he lyp1cal CMOS mche. 11 
also is an upyr.!lded version of the NMOS pan , prov1d
mg me now mputs and outputs. better bus t1mmg and 
27 new instructions 

The con1ents of the sc ... ond and lhlfd ms11uc11on bytes 
are added to che X register The result is a l 6 ·b11 
mtimorv address 1ha1 coniams 1he low·order e1gh1 bits 
of I he ef fective add1ess Thtt ne11.t memory location con· 
1a1ns the high order eight bits ol the eftect1ve address. 

MORE ON THE 65CXX MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS 

ALSO , THE CIA AND THE SID 

Synertek is an alternate source for the 65CXX family. We reprint above 
portions of three pages of descriptive material on the microprocessor 
members of the family. [We regret that the only material available to 
us for reproduction was a 70/. reduction from the original 8 1/2" x 11" 
sheets, and that the additional 701. reduction factor in our publication 
process will produce final copy at half - size of the original, so that 
you may need a magnifying glass to read i t~J 

The material is from the 1983 issue of the Synertek "Data Manual", which 
is obtainable through Synertek Distributors, Sales Representatives, and 
International Sales Offices. The "Data Manual" is fascinating reading, 
and well worth getting. 
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Leaving the CMOS technology for the moment, let us remind you that the 
NMOS 6526 CIA <Complex Interface Adaptor> and the ~581 SID <Sound 
Interface Chip), available from Commodore's MOS Technology Division, but 
not yet from Synertek, are very easily interfaceable to the SYM-1. Both 
are used in the Commodore 64. 

The 6526 CIA in an enhancement of the 6522 VIA; the most important new 
feature i s the 24 hour <AM/PM> time-of-day clock with programmable 
alarm. Thus, you no longer need worry about interrupt driven real time 
clocks which may lose t i me during cassette or tape or even RS-232-C I/O 
operations . 

The 6581 SID is a full-fledged, three voice, synthesizer with each voice 
having i t s own Tone Oscillator/Waveform Generator, Envelope Generator, 
and Ampl i tude Modulator , wi th a broad range of ADSR <Attack, Decay, Sus-

<continued to page 15-32 ) SYM-PHYSIS 15-34 



< INFORMATION RETRIEVAL - continued from page 15-32) 
----------- ---------

>de dir 2 
01 : SCOLE 11i!Ql0 16 DC Ii! 1 Ii! 1 02 :F ILE2 1001i! 3FE4 01 15 
1213 : FILEl 1 V.l!!!Q! 37DF 1117 15 1114 : RAEDI HIV.IV.! 2AC6 12 15 
05 f.BASLU 601110 699A 16 05 06 .BANK 02Y.1 1 1097 17 09 
07 : 961!!11!8 v.12111121 1 2 D~l 21 0 1 Q!S :MTEST 1~2012! !!!9E7 23 1213 
~19 .HANOI 02111 1 li!7AF 24 03 10 . FACT 12120 1 IZ13F5 2 4 15 
11 .GET$ v.12111 1 !!J3 15 25 1113 12 :RECUR !!J2f.!IV.1 Q!88E ..,~ 

~ ._, Q!6 
13 :HILUX !ll21Zlf21 1219E5 26 1114 14 . BREAf< 020 1 03~1E 27 04 
15 :HI SS! 12121!10 li!ABD 27 ii!7 16 : HI SS2 Ql2Y.1!21 li!A FA 28 !!19 
17 :RECR2 1n1110 092A 29 11 

NEXT: T31!! Slli! 

FIGURE 1: Directory o f FODS Diskette from Tom Gettys 

JDH\ *·?!1 

CODDS,Z : 1 L 21 MAR 83 $001 8K5 .1 7 1 
SYSERRMSG.Z : 1 L 2 1 MAI< 83 $000 7 A5 ;( WANDDEMO - 0200 ··-0A5 B··-020 1 
SVCPROC.Z : 1 L 21 MAR 83 $000 2 1C ;(ELIZA --0200 - 5BCA-02 12 
CODX.A : 1 L 2 1 MAR 9;3 $ 0 08E13 /.CLK DRVf\2 - 0200 - 1 AD5 ··-08 12 
DIR.C : 1 L 21 MAR 8:l $000209 /.ACIA DR VI< ···· 0200·-·07 5A ···· OA08 
STA RTUF'.J : 1 L 2 1 MAR 83 $0 0008F /.EPROGRA MR - 0200-3 CEA - OA13 
CODX.C : 1 L 21 MAR 83 $000FF D /.K TM/8 0ROM - 0200-3CF3-0E 11 
RA E. X : 1 L 2 1 MAR 83 $0020 14 . 17 1 
COD XSIGNON.T : 1 L 21 MAR 83 $00035 E f. FDC/Fl - 1000-4 A84 -020 1 
WORD X. A : 1 L 2 1 MAR 83 $008FCB /. FDC/F2 ··· 1000-· 55E7·-·05 1 D 
WORD X. C : 1 L 2 1 MAR 8 3 $001000 :Y.BTCP / 1 .6 ·-· 1000 ····5658· -0A 13 
WDRD XSIGNO N,T : 1 L 21 MAR 83 $00038 [1 7.BTCP/1,6G-1000 - 54B5 - 0FO A 
WORDX SWP. A : 1 L 21 MAR 83 $0 05 107 /.RTC F' / 1,4 ·-· 1000 -- 22 DA ·-· 131 C 
WOl'<D XS WP . C : 1 L 2 1 MAR 83 $000135 0 /. RTCP / 1.4G- 1000- 2C19 - 1506 
LUXLETTER.T : 1 -· *UNDATED* $00 1 11B . 

FIGURE 2 : Directory of CO DOS Disk FIGURE 3: Dir ec tories of FDC- 1 
f rom A. M. Mackay Di skettes from Jeff Lavin 

What are we doing to solve the problem? For FODS (the majority of our 
diskettes) we keep a notebook in which each page contains a directory 
printout. Each printout is fully hand-annotated with sufficient 
information to fully identify each file, and where the supporting 
hard-copy documentation (if anyl may be found. This we have only begun 
to do recently; for the older diskettes we make annotations only as we 
have occasion to refer back to them. <Several readers have inquired 
about materials which would require many hours of search time to locate 
on old diskettes. We regret that we cannot find enough time to satisfy 
their requests. l 

Since we have fewer of these, for CODOS and FDC-1 disks the directory 
listings are tucked into the storage envelopes. It is coincidental that 
an B 1/2"x11" sheet of paper folded to quarter-size fits just right into 
the 5 1/4" envelopes. 

We already have a half-dozen or so diskettes, each, for the VIC=20 and 
the CBM-64, and expect another batch to be provided with or for the 
soon-to-be-installed office Apple IIE, and pledge never to let these get 
out of control! Since we have so many types of systems running at once, 
each of our 5 1/4" diskettes now bears a bright color coded big dot to 
help prevent us from installing them in the wrong system. 
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COMPUTER SPEECH FOR THE SYM 

We have been comparing the costs and capabilities of two approaches to 
speech synthesis for the SYM-1. One is the VOTRAX SC-01-A chip, the 
other is the Speak & Spell <S&Sl interface mentioned in earlier issues 
<VOTRAX we tested on the VIC=20, S&S on the SYM- ll. 

The costs are roughly equal. The VOTRAX chip does permit a more compact 
unit, but the S&S interface provides for greater versatility, and 
besides , the S&S is fun to play with, all by itself! 

The inputs to the VOTRAX system are sequences of phoneme code numbers 
($00-S3Fl to access predetermined phonemes. On the other hand, the 
inputs to the S&S system are coded sequences for the necessary energy, 
pitch, and fil ter parameters to produce as many allophones as desired 
CallophQnes are phoneme variants which differ in pitch, inflection, 
accent , duration , etc>. 

Studying this approach will provide a deeper insight into what is 
actuall y going o n during the synthesis process. Also, working at this 
"lower-level" permits for introduc ing subtle nuances into the spoken 
output, including real ''singing 11

• 

For those who wi s h to try the S&S approach with their SYM-1s, a complete 
documentat ion pac kage is available through the Users' Group. All items 
described below are by John P. Cater of S.pee.k )JP Software. 

MANUALS: 
"LPC Hardware Manual" - This manual fully describes the theory of 
operation of the Speak & Spell (i ncluding a full schematic!>, and 
provides schematic and construction details for a very simple <three 
chips - 74165, 74LS175, and NE555 - plus one transistor , one diode, two 
resistors, and two capacitors) interface between the S&S and only one 
port of a 6522 VIA. Pri mitive driver software is included. 

"6502 Phonetic Generator Software" - This manual provides more advanced 
software and a hex dump listing of a phoneme table for the hardware 
system above. [NOTE: This manual and the manual described below were 
originally written to accompany Dave Kemp ' s S&S interface to the SYM-1, 
which is no longer available, to the best of our knowledge, but the 
software is easily c onvertable to eater's S&S interface.] 

"6502 E>:perimenter Package" - This manual provides still more advanced 
software and t ab les of frame data for phonemes, the alphabet, and 
selected words. 

CASSETTE: 
"Demonstration Tape" - This is an AUDIO tape which i llustrates the 
capabilities of t he system. 

BOOK: 
"Electronically Speaking: Computer Speech Generation" - An excellent 
introduction to t he theory and practice of voice output. Howard W. Sams 
& Co., Inc. Paperback. 

We have been using the Kemp S&S Interface for several years now. This 
was a two-way interface , and permitted getting frame data from the S&S 
ROMs into the SYM's RAM for analysis. As such it was more versatile 
than the Cater Interface, but more complicated, in hardware, software, 
and interfacing. Once the analysis is available, and published, as in 
the manuals above, the two-way feature is no longer a vital necessity. 
In the future we will be building several of the Cater Interfaces, since 
only a different connector plug and a VIA address change are necessary 
in switching the speech synthesis system between 6502 computers! 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

The following new hardware and software products are now available 
through the SYM Users's Group: 

HARDWARE 

PRG-1/S EPROM PROGRAMMER - - ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PRODUCTS 

COM-1/S DUAL ACIA BOARD - ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PRODUCTS 

We'll describe both of the above together, not because they are in any 
way interdependent, but because of their "common" method of interfacing 
to the SYM-1. 

As you know, part of the power of the SYM-1 is in its built-in I/O 
capabilities, with two 6522 VIAs and one 6532 RIOT. While this is far 
more than is available on any other system, we have found that we need 
much, much, more <we find that we need added I/O far more than added RAM 
for the kinds of things we do). In any event, the problem was solved 
for us with the I/OX-122 I/O Expansion Board, which adds up to four 
additional VIAs in the lK address space assigned to VIA #2 <Device 
U28-User Supplied>, $A800-$ABFF, and provides additional decoding for 
other devices, such as the ACIAs on the Dual ACIA Board. 

One of our SYMs has an I/OX-122 installed. We run the Epson off VIA #2, 
a CLK-1/S clock off one of the added VIAs, the PRG-1 from two of the 
added VIAs, and a cute little "toy", given us as a get-well gift, by 
Jeff Lavin, a so called "Magic Wand", from the fourth added VIA. The 
COM-1 mounts on edge fingers on the I/OX-122, and gets its chip selects 
from the "extra" decoding lines. 

What Lavin has done is to provide an integrated approach to adding I/O 
capability to the SYM-1 which is inexpensive and elegantly simple. 
(Jeff lent us a beautiful little accessory board for the expansion port 
of the VIC=20 which contained 11K of RAM (6-2214s + 4-4016s) and two 
more 6522s. This was a beautiful hand wired package, not a finished, 
''for sale'' product.) 

Now that you know how the devices are most 
SYM-1, although other methods may be used, 
themselves: 

THE "PROMMER" 

simply i~terfaced to the 
let's describe the devices, 

The PRG-1/S comes complete with ALL software and ALL hardware, and ALL 
"personality" modules needed to "bur-n" the widest variety of (+5V only> 
EPROMS you might consider using <only the 3-9V alkaline batteries are 
not included>. The software is beautifully "human-engineered", and the 
programming overhead time is almost trivial, at most a second or two for 
any size EPROM. No time is spent on "$FF" bytes, either! 

So far we have burned only 2716s, a dozen or so, but we expect to try 
some 2732s next. The best way to illustrate the versatility, and ease 
of use of the system is to reproduce some of the terminal "dialog". 
Whenever a prompt is displayed, entry of a "?" for 11 help 11 will give you 
your "menu". Impossible entries are rejected, especially on addressing 
ranges, where an ''e>:planation 11 is given. Seldom have we seen a better 
designed hardware/software package at any price, and NEVER at such a low 
price as this one. 

PRINTED RECORD OF EPROM BURNING SESSION 

M,T, U, COD OS 1, 2 
ENT ER DAT E <EXAM PLE :04 - JUL -76J?= 05-MAY-83 

J PROMMEI'~ 
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EP f\O M Pr·WG RAMER Vl ,O COF'Y RIG HT 1'1B3 

ALT ERNA TI VE ENERGY F' RO DU CTS 

TYP E ' ? ' FO R HEL P 

EPl'WM TYPE: " Here we entered: ?<er > 

2::jO.B 
2 .:~~; l l, 
:i -2 ~:; 32 

4 2 ~j64 

::.:i V58A 
b 2? ~Ji3 B 

7 27 16 
0 273:.> 
'l 2'732 A 
A ~'.?6 4 

n 27 1 ~:8 
("' 27C I,) 
[I 2"7C32 
1: 27 C64 
r· 68764 

FOR CURR ENT TYPE 
tt ,, GO TD MON 

EF'f~OM TYF' E" 
NOT DEFINED 

EPRDM TYP E? 

Here we entered: 

Here we entered: 

INSERT MODUL E I 2716 

Her-e we entered: 

2716<cr>, b y mista ke ' 

7<cr> 

-:><er > 

TYPE IN YO UR ADDR ESS ES IN THI S FORMAT : 

pppp, ssss.EEE E<C R> 

PPPP I S EPRDM STAR TI NG ADDRESS 
SSSS I S DUFFER STA RTIN G ADDR ESS 
EEEE I S DUF FE R ENDING ADDR ESS 
<CR > I S A CARRIAGE RETURN 

FDR CURR ENT ADDRESSES 
T GD TD TYPE INPUT 

fC " 00 TD MIJN 

ADflf(ESSE'.i '' Here we entered: 0,2000,3FFF<cr>, to annoy the s ystem' 
1 2000 DYTESo EPRIJM END =S1FFF I S TDD HIGH 

ADDl~ESS C!J" Here we entered: 0, 2000, 2FFF<c r>, to annoy the s ystem! 
11000 BYTE S, EPRIJM END =SOF FF I S TOO HI GH 

ADDR ESS[S? Here we entered: 0,2000,27FF<c r > 
10800 BYTE S• EPRDM END =S07 FF 

READ Y FOR NE XT EPRD M 

COMMAND " Here we entered: ?<er > 
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v 
N 
R 
c 
w 
E 
A 
T 

t c 

VER IFY EPROM AREA ERASED 
VERIFY ENTIRE EPROM ERA SED 
READ EPROM INTO BUFF ER 
COMPARE EPRO M TO BUFFER 
WRITE BUFFER INTO EPROM 
TOGGLE ERROR PRINTOUT 
GO TO ADDRES S INPUT 
GO TO TYPE INPUT 
GO TO MON 

COMMAND? Here we entered: N<cr> 

EPROM IS ERASED $0800 BYTES 

READY FO R NEXT EPROM 

COMMAND? Here we entered: R<cr > 

READY FOR NE XT EPROM 

COMMAND? Here we entered: W<cr > 

Note that asterisks are printed at regular intervals 
PROGRAMING to inform you that something, at least, is happening. 

***************************************************** 
COMPARING A "compare" is routinely made, and an error report is 

Automatically given. 

NO ERRORS $0800 BYTE S 

READY FOR NEXT EPROM 

COMMAND" 
04 70 , 3 

Here we entered: ~C<cr > 

THE "COMMUNICATIONS" CARD -- COM-1 
We have not yet had the time to do more than read over the spec sheets 
on this device and check over the physical unit, but we have been kept 
well posted as to the progress of the product development. As usual 
with AEP products, we know we will soon wonder how we ever got along 
without it. We plan to have it "up-and- running" within a day or two af
ter this issue goes into the mail. 

While the SYM- 1 has both a 20 mA current loop and an (inverted TTL equi
valent> RS-232-C interface, we have often felt the need for a second RS-
232-C channel for modem use. Now, we even feel the need for a third, to 
interface with our VIC=20 and CBM-64. We're therefore especially 
pleased to get two-in-one with this new card, and at just the right 
time, too. (We prefer to leave the 20 mA current loop intact, because 
our decwriter II <with 20 mA card> can then be switched from system to 
system for hard copy without requiring a special printer patch, by 
simply using a ".J 1" to switch to TTY Input/Output, at 110 baud.] 

We print below a few extracts from the seven pages of documentation 
<including a source code listing of the required software driver> 
supplied with each unit to give you some ideas on both its use and the 
thoroughness of the documentatinn• 

The Cct1-I is a serial conwnunic•tlon board de>igned to perform, in 
har<Mare, the 1/0 functions previously execuhd In software. It is 
ospocially important to relegate this task to harO..are when using data 
links (a modem for tx&rnplt), The CCJ1-J supports all asynchronous 
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stria! conwnunlcatlon <RS232), usu a cryshl controlltd clock to 
gonerate all standard b .. ud rates from 59 to 19,299 and may be used at 
non-standard baud rates with an oxternal clock. The actual 
p .. rallel/serlal conversion is done by two &551 ACIAs, providing two 
full dupltx 1/0 channels. This configuration ti lmlnahs much overhead 
for the computor and .al lows I/O to proceed much faster than when done 
in softwuo, As rte•lved from the factory, )h• Cc:t1-J comes with Line 
Rocelvers, and Is set up to transml t TIL ltvtl signals, but has the 
capacity to support RS232C with the addit ion of Lint Drivers <plug 
compatible> .. nd .. n extern .. 1 source of +/- 12V. This board is 
specif ic all y designed to Interface to our 110 Expansion Board, but may 
be adapted to other Installations. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 
A~ prev iously mentioned , the CCf1-J comes from the factory equipped 

wit h Quad Li ne Recievers. This Is done so th .. t, if It is inadvertantly 
connected to equipment operating at RS232C voltage levels, the Cct1-I would 
not be dam .. ged. The transmit section employs 74LS99 !Cs, which are plug 
compatible wi t h Quad Line Drivers, but transrnit TIL level signals (+5V and 
ground), There are ftw modern data conwnunicatlon dev ice s tmploylng RS232C 
sptclflcatlon that will not work with TTL level slgn•ls, Howtvtr , somt 
older pieces of tqulpmtnt may n••d lhe dlfferont vol tag• ltvels to function 
prop•rly. Jf RS232C op•r&tion is dtsired, thr•• wir•s from th• power 
supply must bt brought to the thret pads locahd bttwttn tht two 1/0 
conntctors. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 
Th• simplost mtthod of serial communication Is tho 3-wlre interf•ct 

(see Fig. 3a). A 3-wire interface provides transmit data, recieve data, 
and• signal ground . It dots not provldt for handshaking. The tHect of 
this is that both tnds transmit bl lndly - with no indication th•t the 
rteievtr is recitving or, In fact, is thert •t all. The ACIA handily 
overcomes this problem by provid ing for handshaking signals 

* * * * * * * * * * * 
It is not posslblt In tn1s srnall unr's m•nual to fully dtscrlbt the 

RS232(C) specifications; our int ent Is to give you tnough inform•tion to be 
•bh to intelligently conntct •nd use tho C<J1-l strial communication bo•rd, 
If you art unf&rn 11 I ar wl th the ttrms used in th Is discuss I on, turn to 
Appendix B for • glossary, 

Tht CCJ1-J has two complote •nd stpar•tt full duplex C<XT>~un ic ation 
channels th•t art codlp .. tlblt with tho RS232 specification. Each channel 
can transmit and rtcelvt at a ustr dtfln•blt baud ratt and format 
slmultanoously , Jn tht progr.,,...ing section, wt will describe how to select 
thost formats, The AC!As hand!• parallel/stria! and strial/parallel 
convers ion, communications control <handshaking>, and detection of overrun, 
fr•ming and parity trrors. Tht ACIAs can also be used for Interrupt driven 
110. The outputs from the ACIAs are buffered and inverted by TIL (or Line 
Drivers - user instal ltd opt ion) and the inputs to tho ACIAs are bufftred 
and inverted by Line Receivers. The RS232 standard defines two types of 
conwnun1cat1ons equipment: Data Sot and D•ta Terminal, Those designations 
doterm ine the connections to the standard DB-25 connoctor BY POSITION. For 
oxamplt, pin H2 is dof intd as signal BA and described as 'data from 
terminal'. This means that if tho equipment were a Dat• Term in al this 
1 int would be an output; if the •quipment wore a Data Sot, tho I in.' would 
bt an l nou t. The Cc:tl-1 is conflgur•d as • Data Terminal. 

SOFTWARE 
ELIZA -- JEFF LAVIN 

ELIZA is the, by now, "classical", public domained, AI <Artificial In
telligence> demonstration program originally written in LISP <LISt 
Processor>, by Joseph Weitzenbaum of MIT to emulate a "human" psycho
analyst. <We understand that Professor Weitzenbaum now regrets having 
published ELIZA beacuse of its "misuse" by those who allege that the 
program 11 praves 11 that machines can be programmed to "think".) 
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According to Turing, a "system" demonstrates AI if a user cannot be sure 
whether he is dealing with a "man" or a "machine". Based on Turingl's 
criterion, ELIZA is "intelligent 11

, since whenever we deal with 11 her 11 we 
find ourself getting as emotionally involved and as frustrated with her 
probing questions and occasional evasive "behaviour" as we probably 
might feel when dealing with a real "shrink". 

Jeff Lavin has prepared a truly delightful SYM-1 version of ELIZA, 
written wholly in 6502 ML code. You will need at l9ast 12K to hold the 
object code. Lots of RAM is required to store the large vocabulary at 
ELIZA's command. Only object code will be provided initially, on either 
cassette or FDC-1 diskette. RAE-1 source code will be available 
(requires 32Kl in the near future, again, in both media. 

FORTH FOR THE FDC-1 - - BILL WHARRIE 

This is a 
the FDC-1 
1024 byte 
systems, 
will have 
copies). 

full implementation of fig-FORTH, completely integrated with 
system. It will be supplied either on 5 1/4" FDC-1 diskettes, 
per sector, double density, format, or, for those with 8" 
on cassette <perhaps by the time you are ready for FORTH, we 
completed our arrangements to have Joe Hobart generate 8" disk 
A variety of FORTH utility "SCREENS" will also be provided. 

Below is a copy of its "VLIST" for your evaluation. This is followed by 
Cpartiall "VLIST"s for the EDITOR and ASSEMBLER VOCABULARIES. Note the 
"conditionals" built into ASSEMBLER, to permit "structured" programming. 
If you like FORTH, you'll LOVE Bill ' s FDC-1 implementation! We're going 
to install an FDC-1 controller on our SUPER-SYM with this FORTH as our 
main language. 

,G 9006 

.L3 
FORTH2•1 
, G 200 

FI G-· FORTH 1 , 0 
VLIST 
CODE ASSEMBLER 2SWAP 2DUP 2DROP WHERE EDITOR LINE 
TEXT W- START C-S TART ECHO - OFF U< 8000 - COLD CR-Vl 
REPLACED.BY WORD.IN U* R/ W ERRCNT DI SKIO CAS SETTE DISK 
FLAGS BUFAD SECt TRKt UNITt DIC CSAVE CLOAD CLHSG 
MON VLIST TRIAD INDEX LI ST ? ,R D, D.R tS 
t SIGN t > <t SPACES WHILE ELSE IF REPEAT AGAIN 
END UNTIL +LOOP LOOP DO THEN ENDIF BEGIN BACK FORGET 

LOADC R/W - BCD SAVE --> LOAD MESSAGE .LINE CLINE> 
BLOCK BUFFER DRl DRO EMPTY - BUFFERS FLUSH UPDATE +BUF 
PREV USE H/ MOD * I * ! MOD MOD I /MOD * Ml H* 
MAX HIN DABS ABS D+ - +- S->D COLD ABORT QUIT 
C DEFINITIONS FORTH VOCABULARY IMMEDIATE INTERPRET ?STACK 
DLITERAL LITERAL CCOHPILEJ CREATE ID. ERROR <ABORT> 
- FIND NUMBER <NUMBER> UPPER WORD PAD HOLD BLANKS 
EF\ASE FILL QUERY EXPECT I,'> - TRAILING TYPE 
COUNT DOES> <BUILDS ;CODE c;coDE> DECIMAL HEX SMUDGE 
J [ COMPILE ?LOADING ?CSP ?PAIRS ?EXEC ?COMP ?ERROR 
'CSP PFA NFA CFA LFA LATEST TRAVERSE -DUP SPACE 

l~ DT < U< C, ALLOT HERE 2+ 1 + HLD 
Rt CSP FLO DPL BASE STATE CURRENT CONTEXT OFFSET 
SCR OUT IN BLK VOC-LINK DP FENCE WARNING WIDTH 
TIB +ORIGIN B/SCR B/BUF LIMIT FIRST C/L BL 3 2 
1 0 USER VARIABLE CONSTANT C! I C@ @ TOGGLE 
t! DUP SWAP DROP OVER DHINUS MINUS D+ t O< O= 
r~ f(> >r~ LEAVE ; s rff• I SP! SP@ XOR OR AND U/ 
U* CMOVE CR ?TERMINAL KEY EMIT ENCLOSE <FIND> DIGIT 
I 100) <+LOOP> (LOOP) OBRANCH BRANCH EXECUTE CLIT 
LIT OK 
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EDITOR Qt( 
VLIST 
UNDER NEW • BS 
C DE LETE FIND 
I P F\ L T 

ASSEMBLER OK 
VLIST 
END-CODE >= 
BEGIN; BIT, 

0( 
J MP, 

s Tx, 
LDAr 
TAY, 
f'HA, 
BRK, 

ROF\, ROL, 
EOR, CHP, 
TA X, SEI, 
NOh INY, 
CPU UPMODE 

NULL? 
lLINE 
M D 

O= cs 
.JS R, 

LSR, 
AND, 
SED, 
rnx, 

RP > 

ENTEF\ 
MATCH 
S E 

NOT 
STY• 

INC, 
Af! C, 
SEC, 
DEY, 
SE C 

ENTER? TILL X B F N 
- TEXT COPY CLEAR TOP 
H - MOVE tLAG tLEAD tLOCATE 

ELSE, THEN, IF, UNTIL• 
LDY, LDX, cpy, crx, 

DEC, ASL, STA, SBC, ORA, 
H/C PU TVA, Txs, TXA, Tsx, 
RT S , RTI, PLP• PLA, PHP• 
DEX, CLVr CLI, CLD, CLC, 

BOT ) )Y Xl ,y .x HEH 
t . A MODE IN DEX 

IF' UP W 
SE TUP NEXT PUSHOA PUSH PUT POP TWO 

PDF· N XS AVE 

P.S. For those of you with at least 24K of RAM and no FDC-1 as yet, 
note that this FORTH can ALSO be used on a CASSETTE based system. Full 
instructions for modifying the object code are provided. You can get 
started on the cassette version and add the FDC-1 later. Actually, both 
cassette and FDC-1 can be used interchangeably. Note that the FORTH 
words DISK and CASSETTE appear in the FORTH VOCABULARY. These are used 
to select the desired I/O medium. Just be sure to specify that you need 
the cassette format. 

HELICOPTER -- DANIEL WUETHRICH 

This is another interactive video graphics game by the author of SYMMAN. 
Like SYMMAN, it requires a Visible Memory and an "Atari" compatible 
joystick. Supplied as RAE source code on cassette. Requires 32K for 
assembly. 

We found this to be even more fun than SYMMAN. Here are the rules, as 
e >:tracted from the game "manual": 

Move the helicopter with the joystick. Pressing the ACTION button makes 
the helicopter fire. Down on the ground gas tanks and enemy bases are 
generated by random control, slowly at the beginning and then faster and 
faster. Hitting one of the b3ses counts the following points: 

small base : 20 points 
- medium base: 10 points 

large base : 5 points 

The bases fire at you as you fly overhead, attempting to dodge <U, D, L 
or R) their fire, while firing at them in return. 

Your helicopter uses 2 units of gas per second. You start the game with 
an initial 100 units. Getting more gas is done by touching a gas tank 
on the ground with your helicopter. This gives 1 to 20 units of gas, 
according to how full the gas tank is and how fast the game is already. 
Because the gas tanks have holes, the gas flows out in about 20 seconds. 
Hitting a gas tank counts points from 0 (full tank) to 5 (empty tank). 
An empty gas tank is removed automatically after 4 seconds. 

You start the game with 5 lives. 
is hit or when you run out of gas. 
an additional 20 units of 
11 ?????????????? 11 is displayed. Now 
(no CR or LF). 

One life is lost when the helicopter 
Each time you lose a life, you get 
gas. If high-score is reached 
enter your name and fill with spaces 

If you wish to save the high-score and the name after the game, then 
simply save the whole program back to disk or cassette. 
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SWP 2.5 -- A. M. "SANDY" MACKAY 

SWP-1 has been the most popular word processor for the SYM-1. It is 
essentially a te>:t FORMATTER for text files edited under RAE-1. At the 
time it was initially released there were a number of known "weak
nesses". The demand for a word processor was so urgent that it was 
released "as-is", without a real user manual, with only a sample text 
file and the fully commented source code to guide the purchaser in its 
use. 

Because all users had RAE-1 installed, and hence had a reasonable 
knowledge of 6502 assembly language, they were able to "figure-out" the 
workings from a study of the source code. This knowledge led many of 
them to customize SWP-1 to fully meet their own personal requirements. 
We sent a copy of our own "upgrading" to Sandy Mackay as "SWP-2", and he 
returned it to us, with further embellishments, as "SWP-2.5". The 
weaknesses of SWP-1 have been removed, and a number of new features 
added. 

It is so much stronger than SWP-1 that we are making it available as an 
added cost option to all past and future purchasers of SWP-1. 

SOME EXPANDING IDEAS JAMES E. TRUESDALE 

April I, 1983 

Dear Lux1 

I Just expanded my Sym-1 to 32K 
anything else that I have seen tor 
1 thought that you and other Symmers 
hearing about it. 

of RAM tor less money than 
the Sym or it's relatives. 
might be interested in 

I bought John Bell Engineering's Bl-330 RAM/EPROM Memory 
Board and built it myself. Here are a few of the board's 
features. The board is PIN FOR PIN compatable with the Sym's 
expansion connector, all I had to do was wire up the 
connectors. It uses 6116 Rams C2K X 8l and/or 2716 EPROMS in 
any combination. 6116 Rams are getting pretty cheap now, I've 
seen them fo,r S4,28 each. All lines are buffered Cl've h'ad NO 
problems>, and the board only draws 500ma at 5v, The board is 
a standard size of 4.5" X 6.5" and has a gold card edge 
connector. It also seems to fit ok in my father's MTU card 
cag e for his Kim. 

I built the board in a few hours and it worked the first 
time that I tried 1t (after I hooked it up to the expansion 
connector instead of the applications connector ot the Sym. 
Uoy was THAT a debuaging problem! What one will do when one is 
in a hurry!). 

The c o st breakdown looks like this -

I '/4LS2 44 1.50 I . 50 
I 74LS 24 5 1.50 1.50 
I 74LSI O • 35 .35 
I 74LS365 .50 .50 
2 74LS l38 1.00 2. 00 

3 16 Pin IC Sockets • 75 2.25 
I 14 Pin IC Socket .20 .20 
2 20 Pin IC Sockets NIC N/C 

16 24 Pin IC Sockets .40 6.40 
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10 

16 

Monolithi c • I mfd. Caps. 

6116 150ns Memory Chips 

32K Me mory Board 

• 12 

4.38 

52.45 

I .20 

70.08 

52.45 

$138.43 Total 

bough t the 24 Pin soc kets at a local electronics junk 
house and the rest o f the e xtra ch ips, caps, and sockets from 

my father or from my Junk box. I used monolithic caps because 
they ta k e up l e ss space than standard disc caps. 

I bought the 6116 chips from Microprocessors Unlimited in 
l:leggs, Oklaho ma. They are FAST and reliable and sell only top 
quality chips . We o rdered these chips over the phone on a 
Sunday and had them the following Friday, Since we had ordered 
from them befo re, they just billed us. Our first order was by 
credit card, and was equally fast. They advertise in The 
Computer Shopper, but call tor the latest prices since they 
change so fa st . 

Enclosed is a copy ot some lite rature . for a connector that 
bought for the memory board that I am going to use to build a 

Mcard cage" cThe MTU card cage is WAY to expensive for me) for 
the memory bo a rd and the Sym Cl will use standard connectors 
for Syml. I intend to mount them both vertically and put them 
either inside o f my surplus CRT terminal that I use as a 
monitor for my KTM-2/80, or else mount them free standing 
behind the te r minal. 

Sorry tha t this letter isn't in RAE format, but I composed 
this letter on my father's Radio Shack Color Computer using the 
Telewriter-64 Text Edi tor. It is just sooooo neat! I printed 
it on my surplus GE Terminet 300 Terminal. The Co-Co is really 
an impressive machine even with this funky keyboard. 

Well, I J ust wanted to te 11 you and other Symmers about 
this Cin my opi ni o n) great wa y to e xpand a Sym for less. 

Sincerely, 

~~'i-J~ 
~ames E. Truesdale 

1400 Hudson Road 
Ferguson, MO 63135 

RAE .CT PROBLEMS 

[EDITOR'S NOTEJ 

We have discovered a way to create 
camera-ready copy from materials typed 
with old, tired ribbons. We copy them 
on our office copier with the control 
set to darken the copy. We go through 
several generations until the contrast 
is sufficiently enhanced. Image quality 
is not degraded, since the electrostatic 
copying process inherently provides 
"edge enhancement". Unfortunately, the 
process does not incorporate spelling or 
grammar correcting features, so a RAE 
readable tape is still preferable . 

A number of readers have had problems with the .CT pseudo-op "bug" in 
RAE-1. The first printing of the RAE-1 Reference Manual provided the 
correct fix <a patch in page zero) but all later printings put the patch 
in page $0E. This is OK for a 4K SYM-1, but the patch conflicts with 
text or label files which extend beyond the original 4K of RAM. You may 
wish to correct page 10-2 of your RAE-1 Reference Manual to read as 
follows: SYM-PHYSIS 15-44 



The pat ch shown be l0\1: is placed ...a~....tbe !r 8 f tlic dtfaal t label 

1n P"'te 'Zf!r<), 

LOC ATION CONTENT COM MENT 

EE 01 Enter flag 

F6 ~AQ Enter vector to 

F7 Y-4>q .. • putch 

M>.v< .>II"' A, Patch is J 

Al~ XcP~ .instructions 

LOTS OF IDEAS FROM HARRY FORR 

filt. 

A'-~ SD 

A~ pf!" 10 

A'f \;K" 01 

J\S"" ~ K 

J'\h . 68 

A-J ~ EF 

To insta ll the patch, pC'rform t he following: 

I. Ente r RAE- I 

2. Exit RAE 

). Use M command three times to 
modify EE, F6-F7, and~ 

A+-A-r 

Store 0 into 

loc ation $ 11 0 

Jump back into 

RAE-I 

Typ°' G BO~ 

Type: sv 

Here are some extracts from a 
useful modifications to SUPERMON, 
2332 ROM with your own 2532/2732 
9600 baud CRT data rate. 

recent letter which describe several 
implemented by replacing the original 
EPROM. The major modification is to a 

Harry also describes a simple current loop to RS-232-C "converter". We 
haven't studied his mods enough to figure out why they produce the loss 
of RAE-l's CTRL C and BRK exits to SUPERMON. His reference to the RU 
$9003 "fixing" the problem, is based on this being the RAE-1 "patch" to 
FDC-1, and this patch does modify a goodly number of vectors. 

Dear Lu~: 

In the last issue of SYM-PHYSIS there was a little 
gem tucked away on 13/14-0 And 331, *** Modified Supermen *** 
by Paul L. Beaupre • 

This was All the help I needed to finish my "System p•tch" 
converting my SYM 1 to run communcation6 at 9600 baud. I had been 
altering Superman to allow lower case in basic by NOPing out the 
AND #$OF now it is just a #$7F And the old AND command. But now, 
MY dream of a 9600 baud system has taken shape. 

Modifications include: 

1. TTY port becomes a printer port with DTR. 
CDTR line is not checked if printllr flag "TOUTFL" is not i;et.l 

2. 1 stop bit instead of 2 [note: SYM 1 documentation 
error, page 26 of the SUPERMON PROGRAM states "start bit, 8 Data, 3 Stops" 
but the Zero loop is not executed, therefore •.. 2 stops.) 

3. Default value changed to start up I / O CRT only. 

4. Lower case enable to BASIC. 

~- Control 0 toggles on/off output to printer. 

Now that the sales pitch is over, there is a bug. <isn't there 
always?) Wnen first entering RAE with a .G 8000 cr., the con~rol C 

(ctrl cl to exit to the monitor will not work. Nor will the BRK 
command function. This problem went unnoticed for. awhile since the 
cure for the bug is RU $9003 er. I have had no problems in BASIC. 
Poking a 144 <CRT only> or 160 (printer only) into 42580 CSA654 TOUTFLI 
turns the printer on and off, leaving the·break key enabled on the CRT. 

Likll Mr. Beaupre I have been burning an EPROM (2~32) ano 
then just replacing the monitor chip. References •re made in the 
program for moving the object code to the buffer I use to program the 
EPROM. SYM-PHYSIS 15-45 

I have included <separate page) a copy of the hardware modification 
used to bring the TTY port around to a CRT way of thinking. For the 
invert e r, I used a 4049 CMOS inverter which allows up to 18 volt inputs 
with 5 volt Cvdd I evel I output. I mount this inverter e x ternal to 
the SYM 1 in the br-eak out bm1 built to house the CRT port connec:tor, 
the PRINT ER por-t connector Cor second CRT port>, ancJ tape l/O. 

)ASSE"SLED LIOSOTllONSI; S;JY~Mc~r, l y ' 9600 BAUD fll VITH PR!MTER DATA TRANSFER REQUEST CDTRI " 

~m : H.J.FORR JR. 
0040 I l2/l4/S2 H.J.Forr Jr. 
ii~i \ CW Industries 
0070 • OS 

SA2C- 7F 

SA3l- AD 54 A6 
8A34- 49 20 
em- SD 54 A6 

OOSO I 
0090 j 
0100 I 
0110 I 
0120 DTR 
0130 PBDA 
0140 PRINTER 
0150 SAYER 
0160 TOUTFL 
0170 I 
0180 I 
0190 I 

PROSRM DEFINITIONS ; 

.DE 140 
.DE IA402 
• DE 120 
.DE tBISB 
.DE IA6l4 

0200 j --- ----------------------------------------- ----
02!0 I 
0220 I 
0230 j 
0240 
mo 
0260 I 
0270 
0280 j 

DOM' T CONVERT TO UPPER CASE. 

, BA IBA2C 
.NC llA2C 

.BY 17F 

0 290 j - -- --------------·--------------------- ---------
0300 j 
0310 ; TURN PRINTER Oii VITH CONTROL -0 
0320 j 
om 
0340 
mo; 
0360 
0370 
0380 
om; 

• BA ISA31 
,NC l!All 

LDA TOUTFL 
EOR IPR INTER 
STA TOUTFL 

11066LE PRINTER ! 

0400 j ---·-··--------··· -·-····-------------- ---------
0410 j 
0420 I om ; 
0440 
om 
0460 I 

INTERRUPT 'TOUT' TO WAIT FOR DTR. 

, BA ISAA2 
·"C llAA2 ; EPRON BURNINS BUFFER. 

8AA2- IC EB SA 0470 
0480 j 
0490 j 

SABO- OA 

BAE9- EA 
BAEA- 60 

BAEB- AD 54 A6 
BAEE- 29 20 
BAFO- FO 07 
BAF2- AD 02 A4 

0500 1------------------------------------------------
0510 j 
0520 I 
om 1 
0540 
0550 
0560 I 
0570 
05SO I 

CHANSE NU!IBER Of STOP BITS TO I. 

• BA ISABO 
.NC llABO 

• BY IOA I I START 1 8 DATA, I STOP Bil <SI • 

Ol90 1 · ------·--·-·---------------------------------
0600 I 
0610 I 
0620 I 
0630 
0640 
0650 I 
0660 
0&70 
06SO I 
0690 I 

NEW DELAY HALF IDLYHJ FOR '600 BAUD RATE. 

• BA ISAE9 
• MC llAE9 

NOP 
ATS 

!EPRON BURNINB BUFFER • 

0 700 1- - -·- -- ----- - - -·-·----------··--- -------------- -

mi l PRINTER DELAY DATA TRAllSFER REQUEST IDTRI 
ono; 
0740 NAil? 
mo 
0760 
0170 NAil 

LOA TOUTFL 
AND !PRINTER 
BEQ DONENAIT 
LDA PBDA 

;PRINTER OM ? 
!NO, SO SO. 

~ 

= = 

,. 
~ = 
"" ~ 

' ' ' ' ' 
' 
' 
' ' >z l ~s~ 
' 

·-·-------·-·-
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HARDWARE MODIF ICATIONS 
THESE HARDWARE MODIFI CAT IONS WILL GI VE THE SYM- 1 
A SECOND "CRT " PORT. 

SYM CONNECTOR CRT CONN E,CTOR 

T-l 2 ----...----{>>---------- 3 RE ClilVE DATA 

T-7 ___ __,f '~'-';,. 
T-10 2 TRAl/3~11 T DAT A 

T-1-------------------- - --------------- -------- - - -1 GRC~~D 

T-6--------- - -------- ---- - - - - - - ----- -- - ------ - ----6 DATA SET REAr~' 
T-7--------- - ----- ----------- - ------------------- -7 LOGIC GR~JND 
T-7---------------- GATE GND P IN 118 

T-5----------------- GA TE V[l [I P IN Ill -i "11so ; .:# If' Cl\« •<< D{'/.ct 

RAE.DOS AND RELATED TOP I CS 

Many months ago Jac k Brown <Saturn Software) s ent us a col lection of 
five diskettes with a note s ay i ng 11 Her e is s o me s o f tware to play with ! 11 

Two manua ls, e nti tled "RAE.DOS " and "MEAN14 " came a long wi th the 
p ackage. We r e all y did have fun foll owi ng his s uggest i on . 

"MEAN14" we have d e s c ri b ed ear lier , but "RAE . DOS" is r eally s omething 
else' It is a t ruly el e gant DOS d esigne d to supercede FODS, but does 
require the HOE disk c o ntroller and the FOOS bootstrap loader to get 'it 
operational. Jac k provi des a spec ial BOOT disk running under FOOS and 
the FOOS boot t o load-in and e >: ecute RAE.DOS. The BOOT d i s k i s then 
removed and from t hat poi n t on o n ly RAE. DOS generated d i sks a r e used. 

We booted up as pe r instructi ons, and came up i n what , at f irst glance, 
appeared to be RAE, and can, i n effect , be t rea ted as RAE. An 
e xamination of the accompanying ma n u al s ho wed however, that t his was now 
RAE with a powerful ne w line edi tor and a tr u l y elegant new DOS , wi th a 
very versatile and "user-fr iendly" command str uc t ure. 

We then r e moved t h e BOOT di s kette from the System Drive a nd replace i t 
with the RAE. DOS UT I L I TY di sk , whi ch c o ntained all s o..-ts o f "goodies", 
in both .OBJ (machine l a nguage run-t i me code> a n d .TXT <RAE source c ode 
form>. The o t her thre e d iske t tes contained s o urce a nd ob j ect code for 
RAE.DOS itself, MEAN14, e tc , e t c, etc. 

The e nt i re packag e was a rea l pleasur e t o use and e >:amine. RAE.DOS is 
one of the best soft wa re devel o p ment pac kages we have e ver see n. We 
commend it to a ll FOOS use..-s. It was with regret that we put it awa y, 
never to look at i t agai n u n til toda y. The reason we set i t 
a s ide? • Becau se it is difficult t o 11 s h ift 11 mental 11 gears 11 bet ween 
DOSes, and we are already hav ing e nough probl e ms remai n i ng p~ofi cient in 
CODOS, FODS, and FDC-1 simultaneously . 

Why are we loo k ing at i t agai n? • • . Becau s e we recei ved a RAE . DOS 
diskette today fr om o n e of our long- time readers. We rep r i nt porti ons 
of his letter be l ow f o r gener al interest, and also a few samples o f his 
printer outputs, so t hat y o u can see i t s versatility <he f o r got to set 
>FD C before pri nti ng •) . 
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Dea.- J ean and Lux, 

P.O.Box 257, 
Lindfi e ld, 
N. S. W. 2070. 
Aust ralia. 
15.Apr il, 1983. 

For some time I've b e en looking around for a 
second computer but find i ng i t very difficu lt to make up my mind as 
to which one it s hould be . I 'm very attrac ted to the BBC b u t am a 
bit disappointed tha t some of the add - ons a r e so sl ow in appe ari ng. 
Also that, with the exception of games ·p r ograms, there is not much to 
run on it that can be bought off t h e shelf. And that is mainly why 
I 'm thinking of anot her ma ch i n e to h ave access to ready ma de 
prog..- a ms, particularly of the Vi siCalc ki nd . can have all t h e 
p..-og..-amming <and hardwa re) fun I can fin d time for wi th the SYM. 

My main purpose in g e tting i n touc h with y ou at 
t h i s time is to send you this diskette. It is p rob ably o f little use 
for "SYMPHYSIS", partly bec a use it con tai ns a number of routines f r om 
Jeff Holtzman's "MONEX/SYM-BUG", (al t hough whe ther or not he would 
mind I don't know> , partly b e cause the MXB0FT III print er r outi nes 
a..-e probably not compa tible with the EPSON sol d i n y our country with 
the same model number, ( I know the y d if f er but I don't know how > 
and also because of its ha..-dware requ ireme nt s . However I t hought 
you, personally, might find some of i t inter e s ting. 

You may also be interest ed in a few details of t h e 
ex t ensions I've added to the SYH lately a nd whi c h are used by the 
p..-og ..- ams on this diskette. An additional 6532 has ben added at SA500 

with its RAH a t $A700-SA77F. This is mounted on a separate bo a rd 
wit h r o om for several mo re I / O chips. The processo r, a 6502A, h as 
b een removed from the its u s u a l p ositi o n and reloca t e d on a nother 
boa..-d where its data and address li nes a re buff e r e d, and which also 
h as decoding and ban k s wi tch ing l og ic for four bank s of <hardwar e) 
switch selectable RAM <6116s ) o r ROM (2716s) at $9000 - S97FF. There 
a..- e also 6116s at $9800 - S9FFF and SF000 - SF7FF. Later I hope to 
..-epl a ce the 2716s with 2532s a n d to have both S WP a nd XRF in the o n e 
chip. XRF wi l l be called in somewhat the same way as SWP is at 
p..-ese nt. 

I' ve started on a boa rd to put RAH at $8000 -
SEFFF and hope to finish it before too long . However I'm conti nually 
distracted by playing with FORTH. I wo nd er whether you've tried Leo 
Brod ie's 'Qu ick Text Formatter ' desc..-ibed fairly recently in 'FORTH 
DI MENSIONS' ? Its rea lly magic to be a b le to add words to meet 
special ..-equ irements just as o ne needs them . 

Just in case you don't have RAE . DOS read ily 
a vailable I'll print this letter and enclose it with the diskette. 

With very best wishes to you both, 
1 ' ,,. . •t-t•• - • ll••r• t• eut 9tNt at . . ... ~ llPP'P ••uf 
nae• t a f tnl • f\ It ••••r• taa 1-1· .._,,._ J • • c-tlnual l y 

:~:!~·~!:d .~:.:!~:·~au:~:",:~':;.,.!.:::~~,..:::~~:~ .. veu• n 
f at ,.ly rac•n tl y tn ,,.OltTH OIMNllGNI' 'P lta ra a ll'f aa1ta 
ta • • ••1• t o ••• •-•• ta •••t aeaclal r a~ulra-ta 
Jua t a a a na ••••• thaa. 

~~~ : !~1 ::·:"1:-\::;:! :::· ·==~~-:· .~·::!!Y .. :;·~:::!:t.. 
•r• y o u botM? W•ll I tru•t• •nd •n~oy1 1 
~~ you r•~•nt •v• ap•r•t~ -n• LuM. 

• r • QO~ng •1anQ ~1n• h•r• •nd 1•t•1y ~ 
tim• to •p•nd with th• S V M. 

~~! f!~:~~~~!t:~~~Y~E~~~~E~~i:~~=~=~~:~ 
di••ppO~Mt•ci t h• t •om• a~ th• •dd-on• t 

A1 •o th • t• with th• •Mc-p tlon o~ Q • m•• 
much t o ruM on it th•t c•n b • bo~ght a~ 

·--~~- --·· 
M.A.Du Feu 

they di ff tr but I don ' t kno• ho• J 
and 1ho because of lh h1rdHrt 
requirHtnh. Ho•ner I thouqht you, 
of it intemtlnq. 
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ROBOTICS 

Qui te a few of our readers are heavily into robotics. Several have sent 
us photographs and reprints of technical articles which they have had 
published elsewhere. We list below their names and addresses and the 
n a mes of their robots, so that your robots may correspond directly with 
theirs! 

LCDR BART EVERETT, Assistant for Robotics, <SEA-90M3l, Naval Sea Systems 
Command, Washington, DC 20362, sent an 8x10 <non-autographed'> glossy of 
•ROBART", whose specs, particulary in the sensor area, are very impres
sive. ROBART could easily serve as a night watchman, on the lookout for 
intruders, fire, smoke, floods, etc. 

GENE OLDFIELD, Robot Repair, 816 1/2 21st Street, Sacramento, CA 95814, 
sent us similar information on "ENTROPY". Since ENTROPY "lives" only 
some 90 miles from us, we hope t o visit him (her?> earl y this summer. 

RICK KI RSCHBROWN , 595 Hunter Lake Drive, Reno, NV 89509 , sent us a color 
photo of "HOMER" (HOME Robot>. Rick was a student at CSUC several years 
ago. 

JIM GRAHAM, a current student, and our Lab Assistant, at CSUC, is 
working on an as yet un-named robot based on the Milton Bradley toy "Big 
Track" as the "vehicle" and the Polaroid Camera Ultrasonic Rangefinder 
as the principal sensor. The idea is to use the little "beastie" to map 
out strange r ooms . We will keep you posted on the progress of this one. 

RAM-BU NGS 

First a few personal notes for those who were kind enough to write and 
ask: The eye problems are finally resolved. Didn't get a wide-angle 
lens implant in one eye and a telephoto in the other <medical technol ogy 
is not at that point, yetl but one eye is set for near vision, the other 
for far, so that I can drive or read without glasses by mental selection 
of the "dominant" eye. With bifocals both eyes are 20/20, and I can 
actually see well enough to solder again. The muscles which change the 
shape of the natural lens for focusing are now "in training" to move the 
plastic implants to-and-fro for focusing. 

Now that my vision is back to the days of my youth, I am tempted to have 
a rather distorted right wrist, badly shattered in a fall from a bar 
stool (no, I was sober, and standing on it to reach a high shelf) some 
years ago, rebuilt , to restore its "youthful" dexterity. No it is not a 
hang-up on youth, but it would be nice to regain the hand-eye 
coordi nation necessary to be a high scorer in SYMMAN, HELICOPTER, and 
the arcade type games on the VIC=20 and CBM-64. It is very frustrating 
to have nearly everyone I know able to beat my "lifetime high scores" 
after only a few minutes of practice. 

As usual, we have fallen behind in' answeri ng the mail, and getting the 
newsl etter out on time ; for this we apologize again. At last, though, 
we do see a solution, beginning ne>:t year. We will retire from our 
teaching position, to become the Computer Sci ence Department ' s first 
Professor Emeritus, effective 1 June, 1983. We will continue to teach 
o ne semester (fall> each academic year, but will then have eight months 
free each year for travel and personal research. We hope to be able to 
visit many of our European readers next spring. 

We have no scheduled lectures or teaching assignments this summer, so 
that we will have a full "uninterrupted" three months to get caught up 
on unanswered mail and unfinished projects. We plan that the 1984 vol
ume of SYM-PHYSIS will include most of the software and articles that 
have bac klogged on us, and will start "organizing" for that this summer. 
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PRODUCT REVIEWS 

A 64K MEMORY BOARD WITH BANK SWITCHING 

Bob Peck sent us, for evaluat i on and revi ew , a sample of the 64K DRAM 
<Dynamic RAM> Board he is marketing for the SYM-1 , SYM-2, and the AIM 
65. It is a very well designed, compact package, using 8 OKI M3764-20RS 
DRAMs, a Motorola MC6883 as the "main" chip, sockets for a pair of 2114s 
for the lowest lK of RAM <since thia area may NOT be bank switched!, 
buffers, a handful of TTLs and a "customizing " PROM <for either AIM or 
SYM memory maps>. It also includes a 16 . 000 MHz crystal <which in 
effect replaces the SYM's 1.000 crystal. 

The board is installed extending out from the E>:pansion Connector <or it 
may be tucked under!. The SYM's 6502 and all on-board RAM are removed. 
The 6502 is reinstalled in a special header socket cabl ed from the DRAM 
board to get the new clock signal. 

The "new" memory map is as shown below, with bank switching accomplished 
with the machine language sequences indicated. To ' initialize the 
system, log on, then .G 7000. SYM will then respond "64K ONLINE!" with 
a blinking cursor, waiting for a second log-on. It's quite a thr ill to 
see this, almost unbelievable! 

FFFF 

8000 
7FFF 

0400 
03FF 
0000 

LOA $FF05 
STA $FF05 

+-----------------+ 
! ! 

ROM + I /0 ! 

! SPACE 
!-----------------! 
! 31K RAM ! 

+--------------+ 
31K RAM ! 

BANK BANK 
( = ==) 

0 
+-----------------+ +--------------+ 
! lK STATIC (2114)! 
+-----------------+ 

;switch to bank l 
LOA $FF04 
STA $FF04 ;sw1tch to bank 0 

A retrofit kit is being planned for this card to provide Motorola 6847 
Color Graphics. This will require installing a 14.3818 MHz Crystal in 
place of the 16.000 MHz one, but a "replacement" SUPERMON EPROl'I will 
also be supplied correcting all time dependent parameters to conform to 
the 12% slower clock rate. 

The board comes with a well written Installati on and User Manual, and is 
one of a new line of products Bob's company, BYTE Microsystems Corpora
tion, of Sunnyvale, CA, is introducing for the SYM/KIM/AIM family. 

PROGRAMS BY TOl'I GETTYS 

Tom Gettys wrote us recently that he has bel!n looking over his 
collection of programs for the SYM-1. He sent us quite a few, two of 
which appear in this issue, and is "polishing• the• up for distri
bution. Write to him directly at the address bela.. for a listing of 
programs available, and prices for either cas sette or FODS diskette 
versions. 

His programs include utilities, such as COl'FACT, Mhich re.aves spaces 
and REMs, from BASIC progra•s, ga•es such as "SAfE: OF LIFE", and a Mide 
variety of applications progra•s Mhich he developed for his °"" use, and 
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use in teaching. His "catalog" i ncludes programs in both BASIC and 
Source Code. He prepared for Jean ' s use an ACCOUNTS PAYABLE pro

(running under Saturn Software's Ex tended Disk BASIC > for handl i ng 
of her book-keeping chores . 

Tom Gettys , 4539 Beachcomber Court , Boulder, CO 80301 

COLORMATE II BY MICROMATE 

Dick Turpin, of MicroMate , has been at the Unversity of California, 
Davis <UCD>, on sabbatical from his home campus , .for the past year. 
During a recent visit he showed us the s pec sheets for a new product 
which should be available early this fall. 

It wil.l incorporate an INTEL 8031 single-chip microprocessor for ser i al 
interface to the host computer, with custom firmware in EPROM. It will 
also include two GI AY-3-8910 Programmable Sound Generators , a National 
Semiconductor ADC0809-based fast ( 100 usecl 8-bit, 8-channel mult i plexed 
A/D conversion subsystem, twenty I/O l i nes, and last but not least, 
extra-ordinary color graphics , as follows: 

A Texas In s tr uments 9 918A Vid eo Di s play Proc e s sor 
support s f our mo des of co lor vi d eo r an gin g from 
twenty-four 40-ch a ract e r rows o f t ex t t o 256 X 192 
resolu t ion graphics , wi th 15 unique co lors plus 
tr a nsp arent, 3 5 display pl a nes, a nd 3 2 s pr ites . 16K 
byt es d ynamic RAM are dedicated to th e v ideo d ispl ay . 
The output i s composite v ideo . 

Contact MicroMate at P.O. Box 50111, Indianapolis, .IN 46250, for further 
information on the Color-Mate II . 

PROGRAM CORRECTION 

Bob Peck informs us that the "FORCED CASSETTE TAPE READ ROUTINE" on page 
13/14-57,58 is missing the following line: 

0265 BNE INCDUN 

Fortunately, the error and fix are sufficiently obvious that most 
readers spotted it at once, so little damage done! 

A HARDWARE NOTE 

MILES E. ANDERSON, KB5UW, passes along the following suggestion to make 
ROl1/EPROl'1 interchanging less painful: 

A HARDWARE NOTE. If all the ROM addressing jumpers 1-18, 
46-47, A-Mare removeO""!rom the SYM board and the holes 
cleaned witlt a solder sucker, the board will then acc ept 
two 16-pin DIP sockets. Headers in these sockets will pe rmit 
endless jumper changes without dange r of damage to the board. 
I made up separate sets for the two-chip versions o f BAS a nd 
RAE and can now switch from one to the o ther in l e ss than 
half a minute. An 8-pin socket to the left of the crystal 
will provide similar flexibilit y in wri te-protect cha nges. 
This socket scheme is not orig inal. My · son, Dav id, (a lso 
a Symmer) suggested it t o me. 

A CALL FOR HELP 

We reprint in the next column portions of a 
time to answer in the detail it deserved. 
CPAL/SECAM areas) readers help provide the 
Thanks, if you will. 

letter that we did not have 
Can any of our European 
answers to their questions? 
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Moorsele, 6 March 1983 
Dear Lux : 

We are three computer amateurs (or should it be amateur computerists?l 
and we would very much welcome it if you could answer a few questions: 

Our main problem i s the followi ng: We are designing and building our 
own 6502 based c omputer system and we have been looking for a suitable 
video controller. So far we haven't had any success. <One thing we 
found was the AMI S68047 VDG, video display generator, from the magazine 
Microcomputing, February 1980, out this chip doesn't seem to be avail
able in Europe. Would it be possible to purchase it through the SYM-1 
Users ' Group? > 

We would l ike to know if you could tell us about any systen1 that has at 
least 8 color c apab i lity and preferably a 256 by 256 dot display <of 
course 6502 compat ible>. We have been looking for information all over 
Belgium, but we d i dn't find anything. You're our only hope. So please 
send us information about a Color Video Display system we could build, 
or a CRT controller chip we might be able to use. We would be very 
grateful. We hope i t i sn't much trouble and we very much hope you could 
help us. 

Yours sincerely, 

/s/ Kris Coolsaet , Jacques Buyse, Henri Deleplanque <mel!lber of SUG> 

M. Buyse ' s addres s is: M. De 
M. Deleplanque's address i s: 
Bel gium. 

MISCELLANEA 

Tayelann 33, 
Stokerijstraaat 

B8540 Moorsele, Belgium. 
24, i38550 Zwevegem, 

DR. JOHN E. ALDRICH, Director, Medical Physics Department, Radiation On
cology, Victoria General Hospital, Halifax, Nova Scotia, B3H 2Y9, would 
very much like to get in touch with other SYM users who have developed 
applications programs in areas related to medical physics. 

Several readers have been kind enough to send in Indexes to SYMPHYSIS. 
These include CHUCK HARRISON of Groton, CT, who submitted a RAE cassette 
version which permi ts using RAE's Find to locate the proper issue nulllber 
and page number. It is arranged serially by issue and page, and he has 
used lots of "KEYWORDS" for each article . It is best used for machine 
retrieval, and after we bring it up to date we'll release it on 
cassette. We pub l ish as an addendum to this issue an alphabetic index 
contributed by BORIS GOLDOWSKY; we thank h i m for the many hours he put 
in on this difficult task. 

Our regular printer will only handle the newsletter in multiples of 
eight pages , so we sent him the first 48 pages to do, and are sending 
these last four pages to a "jiffy" printer. We point this out, just in 
case you are wondering why the e x tra "loose" sheet. Besides, it gave us 
an extra week to finish up this issue. 

The hardest part is the last part, where we worry about not being able 
to include everything we wanted to. There is as much good .aterial 
still in our backlog pile as was put in. Our su....,... vacation starts 
next weekend. We plan to spend a 111Dnth getting caught up on unf inishec:I 
projects, then the next tnonth getting started on Issue 16. Ne'll spend 
SOllle ti•e in relaxing, too, with a few trips within California. 

If all goes as scheduled, you should receive Issue 16 early in 
September. A happy su111111er (winter to our down-under friends) frot9 Jean, 
Joyce, Denny, and • 

Lux 
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